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Enhanced Teletext Systems

Since its introduction in 1976 by the British broadcasters, BBC and IBA, teletext went through a period of rapid development. Other countries, interested in the possibilities of this system, started experimental broadcasts soon after. Currently, W-Germany, Sweden and the Netherlands have teletext systems based on the British Broadcast Teletext Specification*, a data broadcasting standard published in 1976, aimed at providing a reliable and high-quality service. France developed its own system for teletext transmission, designated Digon.

Broadcasting authorities are not behind in realising that the current teletext systems could be improved. Over the past years, several shortcomings of the present teletext systems have been mentioned. Firstly, access time, that is the time between selecting a teletext page at a receiver and the first complete reception of that page, is slow. Secondly, on a European level, the original set of 96 alphanumeric characters does not suit the requirements of the languages used. Thirdly, a better resolution, enabling transmission of pages as shown in picture 1, would make teletext considerably more attractive to many television owners, and enhance possibilities for information transmission.

One of the pioneers of teletext development, the engineering division of the BBC's research department, is on the forefront of enhanced teletext research also. John Chambers, head of the special projects section of the department, was given the 'outstanding paper of 1980' award at the IEEE's Chicago conference last year. The paper, called 'Enhanced UK Teletext Moves Towards Still Pictures', outlines different methods for improving the teletext system as currently used in the UK and other countries.

Before looking closer at the technicalities of Chambers' proposals, a quick review of the way teletext works seems convenient, as the BBC plans are modifications of the present system. Teletext was designed for displaying data on the screens of domestic television receivers, transmitted via the television signal. Teletext offers considerable advantages over regular television broadcasts, as each page can be viewed as often and as long as required.

There is an essential difference between the teletext signal and the television image information on a channel. If letters are displayed on a conventional television picture, they are also present in the studio. The letters, like images or persons, are scanned by a camera and the information is transmitted in an analogue mode. With teletext on the other hand, a digital code is included in the television signal. A decoder recognises the 0s and 1s in the signal and generates the corresponding characters on the TV screen. The digital code used in the UK system employs one byte (8 bits) for each character or graphical symbol. The actual information is conveyed by 7 bits, 1 bit is used for an odd parity check. This is a means of error detection: the number of 1s in one byte must always be odd.

Beside characters and graphic symbols, control characters must be transmitted to the decoder. These include information on the display mode, such as colour/background colour, normal/double height, alphanumeric/graphic mode etc. Table 1 gives the specific 7 bit codes for control and alphanumeric characters and graphic symbols. Bits b1...b7 contain the actual information, while bit b is made odd or even to satisfy the odd parity check. To transmit e.g. lower case 'g' in green, two bytes are needed, one control character and one for identifying the 'g': 10000000 11100110 alphanumeric green 'g'.

Several methods have been considered for transmitting the extra teletext signals containing the digital code on a television channel. One possibility is using a subcarrier within the video bandwidth similar to thechrominance (colour) information in normal television broadcasts. The UK system, however, employs the unused lines in the field-blanking interval which is included in the television channel. This interval allows the electron beam of the television tube to

---

Table 1. Existing teletext character set (odd parity).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit</th>
<th>00</th>
<th>01</th>
<th>02</th>
<th>03</th>
<th>04</th>
<th>05</th>
<th>06</th>
<th>07</th>
<th>08</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>NU</td>
<td></td>
<td>O0</td>
<td></td>
<td>O1</td>
<td></td>
<td>O2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Alpha Red</td>
<td>Mosaic Red</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Alpha Green</td>
<td>Mosaic Green</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Alpha Yellow</td>
<td>Mosaic Yellow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Alpha Blue</td>
<td>Mosaic Blue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Alpha Magenta</td>
<td>Mosaic Magenta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>Alpha Cyan</td>
<td>Mosaic Cyan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Alpha White</td>
<td>Mosaic White</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Flash</td>
<td>Concell Display</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Steady</td>
<td>Separated Text/Underline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Start Box</td>
<td>SEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>Normal Height</td>
<td>Block Background</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>Double Height</td>
<td>New Background</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hold Mosaic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>Release Mosaic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>O1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* By is set to give an odd number of '1's in the eight bit character code.

** These control characters are reserved for future use.

*** These control characters are reserved for future use.

Codes may be referred to by their column and row number; e.g. C25 refers to 'P'.

Also "Rowside Format"
fly back from bottom-right to top-left before each active field begins. During this period, 25 lines remain unused, but only maximally 15 lines are actually needed for field fly-back. This leaves in principle 10 lines to be used for containing the teletext signal, the current system uses two lines. The teletext bit code is transmitted at a rate of 6.9375 M bit/s during these two lines which are called data lines. In the UK, lines 17 and 18 (330 and 331) are being used, in the Netherlands lines 15 and 16 (328 and 329).

Some simple calculations reveal some of the limitations of the present system. During one line, 52 microseconds are available for data transmission. This implies that 6.9375 (bit rate) x 10^6 x 52 (microseconds) x 10^-6 = 360 bits 'fit' on a line: 45 bytes. Since 5 bytes are used for synchronisation and page and row indication, 40 bytes maximally remain for characters. Because the digital code of one data line is rigidly linked with the position of the characters and symbols on a page row, 40 is the maximum number of characters on a row. The maximum number of rows is determined by the number of lines on a television screen capable of displaying information.

The teletext decoder is based on a 'fixed format' system. It contains a Read Only Memory (ROM) which stores all the patterns of the characters and symbols in a 5 x 9 point matrix. Each address in the page display memory is assigned a character site on the page. The 1 byte code determines if and which character or symbol appears on that site. With a 5 x 9 matrix, and at least one line to separate the rows, one row occupies 10 lines. Since 240 lines are used for teletext pages, the maximum number of rows is 240 : 10 = 24. Each page can contain 24 x 40 = 960 characters.

The pages of a teletext service (around 100 per BBC channel) are transmitted cyclically, e.g. 1-2-3...99-100-1-2 etc. When a certain page is required, a counter in the decoder compares the page number of the transmitted pages with the required page. If the two numbers correspond, the relevant information code is captured and stored in the page display memory, and then displayed on the screen.

A field blanking occurs every 0.02 seconds — 25 complete pictures per second — so the transmission of 24 rows (1 page) requires 24 (rows) : 2 (data lines per field blanking) x 0.02 = 0.24 s. In

---

**Table 2. Extended character set (even parity).**

| X | Y | Z | A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z |
| 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 |
| 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 | 2 |
| 0 | 1 | 0 | 1 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 | 4 |
| 0 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 5 |
| 0 | 1 | 1 | 0 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 | 6 |
| 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 |
| 1 | 0 | 0 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 |
| 0 | 1 | 0 | 10 | D | D | D | D | D | D | D | D | D | D | D | D | D | D | D | D | D | D | D | D | D | D | D | D | D | D |
| 1 | 0 | 1 | 11 | E | E | E | E | E | E | E | E | E | E | E | E | E | E | E | E | E | E | E | E | E | E | E | E | E | E |
| 1 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 12 | W | W | W | W | W | W | W | W | W | W | W | W | W | W | W | W | W | W | W | W | W | W | W | W |
| 1 | 1 | 0 | 1 | 13 | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y | Y |
| 1 | 1 | 1 | 15 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |

---

* These characters have restricted use.
* Additional characters are recommended that they be substituted in these positions.
the case of a 100 page service, maximum access time is 24 s, which can be considered as inconveniently long. We now come to the improvements under study by the BBC team. Firstly there's the problem of access time. Chambers proposes to increase the capacity of the page display memory in the decoder, so that several pages can be captured and stored for ready access while a page is being viewed. This would eliminate the need to wait for a certain page until it appears in the transmission cycle. Since the UK system is already capable, technically, of offering over 2.5 million pages, using existing keyboards and decoders, access times can theoretically amount to almost one week without this facility. The main problem of a larger decoder memory, however, is the question: which pages should be stored? Chambers offers two solutions in his paper. One is to give the user the facility to preprogram a popular selection into the decoder via a nonvolatile memory. When the set is switched on, the preferred set of pages is captured as early as possible, ready for viewing. One page can be read while the next few, depending on the capacity of the memory, are being captured. Another technique involves so-called 'linked pages'. The teletext is structured like a tree: while any page is being read, up to six related pages are captured. When a choice is made, this new page in its turn also has a number of related pages. With sufficiently large memories available — 64 k bytes can store around 65 pages — this system obviously makes great demands on the organisation of the teletext editing. But Chambers says that substantial memory price reductions will be necessary before these decoders take off commercially.

The character set of the present system also accounts for limitations. Using the 7 bit code, a total of 96 display characters is available. But a survey of the European Broadcasting Union revealed that around 220 characters will be needed if a European standard is to be established, due to the difference between the various languages.

In Chambers' proposal it is assumed that eight bit codes will be used, giving $2^8 = 256$ possible characters. Of these, 32 will still be used for control characters, but a total of 224 display characters will be available. According to Chambers, this total is similar to the requirement for the languages using the Latin alphabet, and allows for languages to be mixed within a page. Table 2 shows the extended character set, this is now used in experiments at the BBC research department.

By using an eight bit code, the graphical symbol repertoire can be more than doubled, some of the characters that could be used are also indicated in table 2. Chambers claims that these mosaic patterns add greatly to the capabilities of the system. One major implication of using the full byte for character information is that the odd parity check — preventing generation of characters with 1, 3, 5 or 7 errors in the code byte — will have to be dropped. But the report says that in the vast majority of homes in the UK a properly functioning teletext installation suffers no errors at all on most days. If necessary, other error detection methods can be used, the information for which can be contained in rows 26 or 27, which do not appear on the screen. If the eight bit standard is internationally accepted, existing decoders will be outmoded. Chambers proposes to employ a 'fall back' system. Both sets of information, seven and eight bit code bytes, are transmitted, but only the decoders capable of responding to the new characters will recognise the corresponding code.

Improving the picture resolution is undoubtedly technically the most complex problem. The jagged edges of a conventional teletext page are, as explained earlier, due to the fact that the screen is divided into 960 x 9 matrices, representing the alphanumeric characters. The graphic symbols, columns 02a, 03a, 08a and 07a in table 1, are based on the division of one of the 960 character sites into 6 cells. This explains that a teletext image has a maximum resolution of 960 x 6 = 5760 squares/page. Although the extended graphic symbol set proposed by Chambers enhances the opportunities for an attractive page greatly, it also uses 5760 squares. The only way to achieve a better resolution consists of increasing the number of addressable areas on the screen. This obviously makes the coding more complex, while more complicated decoders will be necessary. To store one teletext page, around 1 k byte of memory is necessary, but 1 M byte is required to hold a still television picture. The new system can be provided for the transmission of a sequence of still colour television pictures whose quality is limited only by the display device. Chambers suggests a method which is based on a grid composed of more than 250,000 picture elements (picture 2 and 3). Of the 576 horizontal lines, 512 are used. Per line, around 624 picture elements can be 'fitting in', this is 12 elements per microsecond of active line. This system can display one page partly in the conventional teletext format and partly in the high definition mode. According to Chambers however, any big advances in this area are some years away and would depend on corresponding advances in technology and memory price reduction.

The BBC team expects to have a pair of versatile demonstration and experimental units for the enhanced system completed before June. The next scheduled
Presentations on this subject at a Royal Television Society meeting in London on 26th May and the IEEE Chicago Spring Conference on 4th June. But work on these enhanced teletext systems is steadily progressing, and the BBC expects to make additions to its teletext transmissions very soon. It might well be that in future, current teletext systems look as simple to us, as an abacus looks to users of programmable calculators.

References:

Extracting solar energy from vegetable matter
There is no shortage of energy on Earth, only a predicted shortage of fossil fuels. Yet, in any week of the year, the amount of sunlight falling on the Earth’s surface has the energy equivalent of all the fossil fuel reserves known to man and—if it could be converted—the sunlight reaching an area of about 500 000 km² within the tropics would be enough to satisfy all the energy demands of mankind. That alone makes the search for methods of solar conversion crucial for it is evident that, given the appropriate technologies, an unending supply of energy is available for the taking.

There are, however, two major problems. The first is that, unlike present conventional energy sources, sunlight is diffuse: the second is that to replace fossil fuels (themselves the stored energy of former sunlight on Earth) the captured solar energy needs to be converted into a form which can itself be stored. This problem was solved by plants hundreds of millions of years ago when the process of photosynthesis emerged to transform the evolution of our planet.

Natural Replenishment
Photosynthesis in Nature depends on the activity of the chlorophyll molecule, working within the chloroplasts of plants, which strongly absorbs the visible and near infra-red parts of the spectrum of sunlight and uses the energy to combine water and carbon dioxide from the atmosphere to create complicated organic molecules such as sugars. These provide the primary store of chemical energy on which all life is based.

No less important, when the sugars are burned with oxygen in the metabolic processes of living things, water and carbon dioxide are returned to the atmosphere for re-use, thus creating a closed and elegant non-polluting energy cycle. The question facing scientists is whether they can use, understand and modify this cycle so that it substitutes for current and very crude once-through energy systems.

In a world complicated by existing industries and by conflicts over resources we seldom have time to stand back and contemplate the real basis and the real driving force of life. Yet it is these tiny chloroplasts which actually make the world go round. It is their activity in green plants and algae which recycles all the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere once every 300 years or so, and all the oxygen about once every 2000 years, continuously replenishing the natural stockpile of stored solar energy in plant structures. This store is also, of course, one of man’s traditional sources of energy, either as wood or peat.

Practical Applications
A first and simple approach to the use of stored sunlight is to examine natural growth cycles, plant systems and present agricultural and industrial systems to see what plant material can be produced for use as fuel, or already exists as wastes from forestry or other crops. Raw biomass of this kind, utilised either as a feedstock, for fermentation to alcohol as fuel, or as a source of methane either as fuel or as a chemical feedstock for hydrocarbon and other synthesis, may provide a significant addition to resources even within a couple of decades. The current estimate for Europe, for example, is that about 10-15% of all energy needs could come from such sources, without disrupting agriculture, by the turn of the century. Some countries, Brazil for example and more recently Australia, already have biomass programmes intended to meet transport fuel needs on a wholly renewable basis over the next half century. But this direct use of plant materials, which necessarily involves some conflicts of land use and which will be limited by the overall efficiency of energy conversion within natural plant systems, is only a starting point. In agriculture or forestry the overall efficiency of energy conversion is rarely better than 1% although in some fast growing crops — sugar cane for example — an efficiency of about 3% may be reached.

Conversion in Laboratory
When looked at in the long term as a potential source of most energy and chemical feedstocks, this solar conversion rate implies the utilisation of such vast areas of land that it is impracticable. But research carried out at Queen Elizabeth College, London, by Professor S.J. Pirt and his team over the past five years or so, has shown that very much higher efficiencies can be achieved when conditions are right.

By selecting specific algal types and sifting for high efficiency strains, and then providing these algae with ideal conditions for growth, an overall conversion efficiency of better than 20% has been claimed in laboratory systems. It is envisaged that, in the medium term and perhaps with the assistance of genetic manipulation, algal and microbial energy conversion reactors — solar driven and of an efficiency and com-
pactness suitable for industry — could emerge as the basis for much of the future energy and chemical industry. In the laboratory, algal growth takes place within a flowing system which ensures an abundance of both light and nutrients at all stages — a sort of production line as compact as the tubes in a boiler. The systems already have a lean and industrial look about them, even though they still have some way to go.

But this approach, albeit practical, may not be ideal. The question being asked by research teams is whether it is possible to create in the laboratory relatively simple, efficient and stable analogues of the photosynthetic process in plants, but optimised for particular production purposes.

Reproducing photosynthesis
It has been shown already that bacteria and algae can be used as solar converters which produce hydrogen or ammonia from simple organic substrates. They are not fixing carbon dioxide as in classical photosynthesis, but these naturally engineered processes suggest that modification may be possible once they are properly understood. Even better from an industrial point of view, artificial photosynthetic processes which are capable of producing hydrogen (as a fuel), oxygen, fixed nitrogen or fixed carbon — a basis for almost all our needs — might be developed.

Some years ago it was shown that chloroplasts, extracted from living leaf structures and placed with suitable enzymes in water, would split water into hydrogen and oxygen under the action of light. This wholly (or mainly) natural biological system is relatively unstable and research, especially at King’s College in London, has been aimed at identifying the various steps in the function of the chloroplasts to see whether artificial substitutions are possible.

In short, can stable synthetic chemicals be found to replace the biological molecules which are unstable outside plant systems? Various steps have been taken to stabilise the chloroplasts themselves — systems which worked only for minutes when first tried in the laboratory can now be made to work for many hours and various iron-sulphur and other compounds have been found which can take the place of natural compounds at some stages of the photosynthetic process.

Improving on plants
At the Royal Institution the research is seeking, not a direct understanding or analogue of the function of chloroplasts, but entirely synthetic systems in which the reaction takes place in an aqueous solution and is driven by light trapped by the use of a dye. One of the first discoveries of recent research was a modified photosynthetic cell in which a light sensitive electrode (titanium dioxide) and a platinum electrode immersed in a solution of vitamin C (ascorbic acid) dyed blue, produced an electron flow with the simultaneous production of hydrogen and oxygen under the action of light. Efficiency was very low.

The question being asked is whether it is possible to carry out such a reaction directly in the solution — preferably using simple organic molecules as the substrate — while evolving hydrogen and oxygen. Using ketones, quinones and other compounds, low yields have already been achieved — an indication that much more may be possible. But there could still be a long way to go.

During the past five years the support for research of this kind, by industry and government, has steadily increased and progress has been made in the laboratory. But the overall effort is still small when compared with the ultimate goal.

(676 S)
Speech consists of an ever changing, highly complex acoustic waveform. A multitude of factors are involved which we are unable to go into here, but the point is that even minor interference will affect speech intelligibility.

Scramblers are of course nothing new (007 has been using one for years!). They were extensively used by the military and other agencies during wartime before the advent of sophisticated codes made them somewhat obsolete. Early systems were designed with the discrete components available at the time with rather complicated results.

The scrambler described here literally inverts the speech frequency spectrum. Thus, high frequencies are translated into low frequencies and vice versa. The result is totally unintelligible. The scrambler is shown in the form of a block diagram in figure 1. Since it was designed to distort speech it will only operate within the frequency range of the human voice. The low-pass filter is therefore included to eliminate frequencies above 3200 Hz.

The filtered speech signal is fed to a linear ring modulator. This multiplies two signals with each other. It is a four-quadrant multiplier which means that the signals may assume both positive and negative values. The input signal is multiplied with an internal signal of 3200 Hz. The sum and difference frequencies of the two signals then appear at the output. An input frequency of about 300 Hz, for instance, would result in an output frequency of about 3500 Hz + 300 Hz = 3800 Hz and a difference frequency of 3500 Hz – 300 Hz = 3200 Hz. An input frequency of 3200 Hz would therefore give 6700 Hz at the output and a difference frequency of 300 Hz. The same formula applies to all the frequencies inbetween.

Figure 2 shows the principle in the form of a graph. The frequency spectrum of speech is shown at (A). If this spectrum is introduced into a four-quadrant multiplier, two mirrored sidebands will be obtained together with a frequency of 3500 Hz as shown in (B). The 3500 Hz oscillator frequency is derived from a permanently available 0 Hz (3500 Hz + 0 Hz = 3500 Hz; difference frequency 3500 Hz – 0 Hz = 0 Hz). The permanent 3500 Hz will have to be filtered out as it will cause a ‘whistle’ in the scrambled signal. Filters have been included in the circuit, but as their turnover point is somewhere around 3500 Hz anyway, the oscillator frequency will not be sufficiently attenuated. The multiplier used here, in fact, is a balanced modulator with the advantage that the 3500 Hz oscillator will be missing from the output signal. The multiplier is followed by a second low-pass filter (speech filter) and it is here that the output signal will have its upper sideband filtered. What now remains of the output will be a mirror image of the original speech spectrum. This is illustrated in (C). The speech output at this point will be totally ‘garbled’ and will remain unintelligible to any chance listener. Furthermore, the scrambler can be used to tape information of a classified nature.

Scrambling is another word for distortion and this may give rise to some confusion. On the one hand distortion is often required for many specific musical purposes and a great deal of trouble is taken to create it with special effects devices. But on the other hand it is certainly not wanted in hi-fi equipment where designers go to extreme lengths to suppress it. Paradoxically, where scramblers are concerned, both requirements have to be met. The distortion process must be reversible. In other words, the scrambled speech must be able to be decoded or ‘unscrambled’ again afterwards.

It may be useful on some occasions to be able to make use of a secure speech channel when messages of a ‘delicate’ or personal nature are to be passed to a friend or business associate. This is especially true where transceivers are concerned since its a virtual certainty that a number of silent listeners (or earwiggers) will be ‘on the side’. The circuit described here will garble the speakers voice to such an extent that it will be entirely unintelligible to any unwanted listener.

It will be obvious that an unscrambler is also required and for this an identical circuit is used, it serves as both the scrambler and the unscrambler.
mirrors in which the second reflects the image in its original form. Similarly, the inverted speech signal is merely inverted again. Whenever the unscrambler receives a scrambled message (A in figure 3), two side bands appear at the output of the four-quadrant multiplier. The result is shown in figure 3 B. As you can see, the lower side band has now reverted to its former state (figure 2 A). The upper side band is filtered out and the required, comprehensible result appears at the output (figure 3 C).

The unscrambler has to meet one important requirement – it must operate at an oscillator frequency that is identical to that of the scrambler. Any deviation and the frequency range will be shifted, so that the speaker's voice will end up sounding higher or lower. Obviously, this could have interesting 'Pinkie and Perky' effects, but this is not the scrambler's main objective! If it is such effects that you're after, you might like to read the 'Talk funny?' article published in Elektor, December '79. By and large, the two circuits are based on the same principle.

The scrambler/unscrambler circuit diagram

Figure 4 shows the circuit diagram for the scrambler/unscrambler unit. The first component to catch our eye is the familiar function generator IC XR 2206 (also used in the December '79 'Talk funny?' circuit). This IC contains, among other things, a four-quadrant multiplier that includes an oscillator which is really the heart of this circuit. Opamp IC3 forms part of a preamplifier. The speech signal (whether scrambled or not) enters via the volume

Figure 1. The block diagram of the scrambler. The circuit can be used both to scramble and to unscramble speech. The most important component in the diagram is the four-quadrant multiplier. This not only manages to garble speech, it is also able to translate it back into its original, intelligible form.

Figure 2. A stands for the speech spectrum which the scrambler receives. The four-quadrant multiplier converts it into two side bands (see figure B). A filter suppresses the upper side band and the result is unintelligible gibberish which is the exact 'mirror-image' of the original speech spectrum (figure C).

Figure 3. If the unit is used as an unscrambler, the 'mirror-image' speech spectrum A will be inverted once again by the multiplier B and the original spectrum will reappear at the output (figure C).

Figure 4. The complete scrambler circuit diagram. Speech is garbled inside the XR 2206. IC3 amplifies the input signal until this reaches the required level. There is a low-pass filter at both ends of the four-quadrant multiplier (IC1). The first filter (A1/A2) defines the spectrum's range at the input of the multiplier, since excessively high frequencies are likely to cause interference. The second filter (A3/A4) suppresses the upper side band produced by the multiplier.
Figure 5. If the scrambler cannot be powered by the device to which it is connected this circuit diagram will provide a simple mains-powered solution.

Figure 6. The copper track pattern and the component overlay of the scrambler printed circuit board. Two boards will be required unless the scrambler is to be used with a tape deck in which case one can be used for both record and playback.

Parts list

Resistors:
- R1, R2 = 220 k
- R3 = 1 k
- R4, R5, R15, R16 = 12 k
- R6, R17 = 27 k
- R7, R8, R18, R19 = 4 k
- R9, R20 = 10 k
- R10 = 3 k
- R11, R14 = 56 k
- R12 = 47 k
- R13 = 220 Ω
- P1, P6, P7 = 10 k lin.
- P2 = 500 k (see text)
- P3 = 100 k lin.
- P4 = 5 k preset
- P6 = 2 k preset

Capacitors:
- C1, C12 = 220 n
- C2 = 22 μ/10 V
- C3 = 15 μ
- C4, C16 = 12 n
- C5, C17 = 1 n
- C6, C18, C19 = 4 n
- C7, C19 = 680 p
- C8, C20 = 82 n
- C9, C21 = 1 n
- C10, C22 = 100 p
- C11 = 2 μ/10 V
- C13, C23 = 10 μ/16 V
- C14* = 1 μ/10 V
- C24 = 330 n
- C25 = 100 n

Semiconductors:
- IC1 = XR 2206
- IC2 = CA 324, LM 324
- IC3 = CA 3130 (DIL)
- IC4 = 7812

* = Tantalum or electrolytic, for vertical positioning
Any fluctuation in the supply will immediately unbalance the multiplier and so a well stabilised supply voltage is an absolute ‘must’ here. Use has been made of an integrated voltage regulator, type 7812. The DC input in the stabiliser may have a value between 15 and 30 V. Figure 5 indicates how to derive a voltage of some 20 V from the mains. If necessary, the scrambler may also be powered from the device to which it is connected. Current consumption is about 30 mA.

Construction and calibration
Figure 6 shows the etching pattern and the component overlay of the printed circuit board. All the components indicated in figure 4 can be mounted on the board. It is advisable to use sockets for IC1 ... 3, as having to desolder them later, if for any reason they have to be replaced, can be a tedious job.

Since dissipation in the voltage stabiliser (IC4) is low, the IC does not need to be provided with a heat sink. If the scrambler is merely going to record speech in a coded form on tape, only one printed circuit board is required. It does mean, however, that P2 will have to be an externally adjustable potentiometer – not a preset. Then the circuit’s input sensitivity can always be modified.

The same circuit can be used for both scrambling and unscrambling purposes. If it is to be applied in connection with communication systems, such as a telephone or a transmitter, a descrambler will have to be installed in the receiver as well. In other words, two boards are needed.

Once all the components have been soldered into place, the power supply may be connected and it is time to calibrate the unit. The wipers of P1, P4 and P7 are turned to ground, whereas those of P3, P5 and P6 are set in a central position. P2 is turned to minimum resistance. The output of the scrambler is now connected to a combined amplifier/loudspeaker. Then P7 is turned until the oscillator signal is clearly audible. Now adjust the signal’s frequency with P6 to 3500 Hz. Readers who do not have an oscilloscope or frequency counter at their disposal should set P6 in the middle position. The calibrated position of P6 should be marked on the front panel. Whenever signals are being scrambled, this is the position that P6 should be in. During an unscrambling operation, it is possible to readjust P6, should this prove necessary.

When the block diagram was described, it was mentioned that the 3500 Hz tone should be eliminated from the output signal. It will have to be suppressed with potentiometer P4. Unfortunately, it hardly ever happens in practice that the interference is ‘tuned’ out altogether; however, it can be reduced until it is barely audible. Once the suppression is optimally set (the multiplier will then be balanced), any ‘relapse’ due to a change in temperature can be corrected with P3.

Now connect a 600 Hz sinewave signal to the input and turn P1 until a high tone (= 3500 Hz – 600 Hz = 2900 Hz) and a low tone (600 Hz) can be heard simultaneously. If necessary, the gain of IC3 may be further increased by adjusting P2. P5 is adjusted to suppress the 600 Hz tone as much as possible, so that, in the end, only the 2900 Hz tone will be left.

Don’t worry if your generator cannot produce a 600 Hz sinewave signal. Figure 7 gives the circuit diagram for a suitable test generator that can be mounted on a piece of Veroboard. This generator can be fed with the stabilised 12 V voltage produced by the scrambler.

After calibration, the scrambler is ready for use. Now that the two boards (including a mains-powered supply) have been built, they can be checked quite simply by connecting them in series. The first board will then act as the scrambler and the second as the unscrambler. Connect a microphone to the input of the first board and connect the output of the second to an amplifier/loudspeaker unit. Provided the circuit is properly calibrated, the voice of the speaker should at least be recognisable... but don’t expect HiFi quality. You may have to readjust P6 in the unscrambler and/or adapt the unit’s sensitivity with P2.

Now remove the second board (unscrambler) and the ‘language’ uttered by the amplifier/loudspeaker unit should not be recognisable.
As in the previous two articles on the extension card this can only be a relatively brief summary of the constructional details required to build and fit the boards to the Junior Computer. The subject will be covered at length in the forthcoming Junior Computer Book 3 but sufficient information is presented in this article to enable readers to get to grips with the hardware now. The addition of the extension card will involve a few minor alterations to other areas of the computer.

- certain modifications have to be made to the main board (some are optional);
- the power supply will have to be adapted to allow it to cope with the added current required;
- the interface card can then be mounted and linked to both the main board and the bus board and finally
- the PLL must be calibrated.

There are in fact further extension possibilities which will not be discussed here but will be considered at length in Book 3.

Preparing the main board

When an upper storey is built on to a house, it is a good idea to check the foundations and make sure the whole lot won't collapse under the strain... Actually, as far as the Junior Computer is concerned, there isn't that much to do (see Table 1) and, in any case, people who feel wary about removing components may rest assured, as they have the choice between changing resistors (for ones with a lower value) or connecting resistors in parallel to the ones already present. Don't forget to modify the wire link at point D! Point D should now be connected to point EX.

Readers with the intention of using the Printer Monitor (PM) program, including the step by step reading facility, should include the circuit shown in figure 2b. This is a special module which can be mounted on the main board in the manner indicated in Table 2. The module's component overlay and printed circuit board are shown in figure 1. Figure 3 shows how to mount and wire the module.

The need for the circuit in figure 2b was explained in the 'Junior Cookbook' article (Elektor, April 1981, p.4-28/29). Two ports belonging to IC10 which were not used before, now come into their own. This supplementary circuit is mounted 'piggy-back' on top of the main board.

There will be no problem here if IC10 is mounted in a socket. If not, a socket will have to be installed after first removing the IC by careful application of pencil point soldering iron and a good quality 'solder sucker'. Alternatively, the pins of the IC can be 'snipped' off and removed with a pair of needle-nose pliers. Operate with care and a steady hand!

The module that is to be mounted contains a substitute for IC10, two resistors, and two solder pins to connect the K lines. On the copper track side, only pins 1, 2, 4... 7 and 14 will be used. These act as links with the socket which has just been mounted on the main board in place of IC10. Pins 3 and 8... 13 are not used and can be cut off. As an alternative seven pieces of wire may be used to link the module directly to the main board.

Now the K lines are dealt with. If the PM program is desired, K4 (together with K5, as will become apparent) and

Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modifications to the main JC board</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R5 = 470 Ω (or 560 Ω in parallel to 'old' R5) - Indispensable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R14, R15, R16 = 470 Ω (or 560 Ω in parallel to 'old' R1) - optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 wire link D-EX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R21, R22 = 1 k (continuation of numbers on main JC board)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IC10 = 7401, 74LS01 (only if original IC10 has to be descrored)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 printed circuit board EPS 81033-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 IC socket 14 pins (provided IC10 was not already in socket)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 IC connection socket (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 solder pins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. The 'piggy-back' board, which includes the circuit shown in figure 2b, replaces IC10 on the main board.
K6 will be connected to IC10. The module will enable decimal calculations to be carried out without any problem, even without the use of the PM program. In the latter case, K7 and K6 are linked to IC10.

Boosting the supply

How to get a few more (milli) amps . . . and minus 12 V

The circuit diagram of the modified power supply is shown in figure 4a and the printed circuit board for the −12 V circuit is drawn in figure 5. The parts required are listed in table 3 and the constructional details are given in figures 4b and 6.

‘Feeding the five thousand’ does not apply in electronics. There may well be enough power for two boards, but not necessarily for three! Especially where EPROMs are concerned, as they are particularly greedy components. In addition, there will have to be a −12 V supply for the RS 232 interface. The ‘revised’ Junior Computer power supply produces:

+5 V, 4 A max.
−5 V, 400 mA max.
+12 V, 400 mA max.
−12 V, 400 mA max.

This will amply feed the main board, the extension card and 5 additional memory cards (the Elektromem has its own power supply). What is needed therefore is to add a separate −12 V supply on a suitable printed circuit board, modify the existing supply, include another transformer, provide the larger +5 V voltage regulator with a heat sink and adapt the wiring. Figure 6 gives the necessary ingredients to ‘cook up’ this extra bit of power.

On the existing printed circuit board D1 and D2 are removed (they can now be used for D7 and D8) so are IC1 . . . IC3 along with the heat sink. After virtually demolishing the board it is time to build it up again: C19 is connected in parallel to and above C1. It is also possible to replace C1 by a 680 µF/40 V electrolytic capacitor. Likewise, C21 is mounted in parallel with C6. Again, C6 may be substituted for an electrolytic 4700 µF/25 V capacitor. It all depends on what happens to be available.

Next, the new ICs 1 and 3 are introduced to replace their predecessors and are mounted on the board. Read and reread the following very carefully: the metal face of each IC is situated to one side of C2. In other words, don’t take any notice of the component overlay. The two ICs should be provided with a heat sink, as shown in figure 4b. The centre pin of each is linked internally to the metal face and therefore to the heat sink. It is quite obvious from the pin assignments in figure 4b that the heat sinks of IC1 and IC3 should not touch. The solution is to bend the pins of one of the ICs while keeping them vertical and then mount the two heat sinks so that they face in opposite directions.

The new IC2 is mounted on a pre-drilled TO3 heat sink which can be fixed to the back of the case. The pin assignment of the 78H05 is identical to that of the LM 309K. There is no need to insulate the IC, as its case is grounded. The whole supply case will therefore automatically be earthed as well, provided it is made of conductive material! Watch out for shorts between the case and conductive components (caused by metal spacers, for instance!).

The supplementary power supply board is very easy to construct. IC4 should have a heat sink as well (see figure 4b). With respect to the +5 V, this will require an additional transformer (Tr2). The bridge rectifier B1 is a newcomer too. This can be mounted (without being insulated) at the bottom of the power supply case. It is best to use four terminal connectors when wiring B1.

Time to wire the board. Things get slightly more complicated here, but the drawings should be clear enough. The power supply is connected to the

Figure 2. The Junior Computer: before (2a) and after (2b): additional electronics on the main board as an alternative to the step-by-step facility in some cases.

Figure 3. This is how the board in figure 2 is connected to the main board. Two wire links are involved: one leading to K6 and one to either K4 or to K8.
The interface card

The main connection

Last month the circuit diagrams were published in the article on the hardware. The parts list is indicated in table 4 and the printed circuit board is illustrated in figure 7. Both sides are shown in the same drawing to save space! The wire links for ICs 4 and 5 must be installed according to table 5 and details concerning the connectors are presented in figure 8.

The printed circuit board is double-sided with plated-through holes like the main board. There is, however, one fundamental difference between the two boards: the interface card has a component overlay on one side only. This does not mean the components are all mounted on that side. Most of the connectors will in fact be placed on the other side (not on the component overlay).

Generally speaking, the component overlay is considered to be the upper side. Well, we’ll have to break with this tradition, as we’re going to make a sandwich with the upper "slice" being the interface card. Watch your fingers, because the "buttered" side is going to be on the outside! First of all, there are the resistors, 36 or 37 in all, to contend with. The 37th may be left out unless the loudspeaker or headphone output of a cassette player is to be used. Otherwise R37 must be omitted as it will cause a considerable loss of signal even on low impedance lines.

Preset P2 is an everyday type and preset P1 (to calibrate the PLL) is a 10 turn trimmer potentiometer. When mounting the tantalum electrolytic capacitors, make sure the correct polarity is observed. After inserting the transistors and the three normal diodes (the LEDs are not included) three insulated wire links are placed next to the expansion and RS 232 connectors (links 4 & 5, 5 & 8 and 6 & 20). No less than 62 solder pins have to be located (see table 4), most of which are mounted on the component overlay side, but the ones near the edge may be placed on the "copper" side. The links between the points indicated alphabetically depend on the user’s requirements. If an Elekterminal or a printer is used (this refers to most types) the P-O link should be omitted. If additional memory is introduced by means of the bus board, points R and S (WITH) should be linked, otherwise points R and T should be connected (WITH). The A…O links are determined by the choice of IC4 and IC5 (table 5).

It is advisable to provide the 17 ICs and the two Reed relays with good quality sockets. When mounting the ICs in their corresponding sockets, first check their position and then make sure the 8, 14, 16, 18, 20, 24 or even 40 pins have well
and truly penetrated into the socket. Very often pins get twisted and flattened underneath the ICs... leading to irate telephone calls on Monday afternoons, quite unnecessary if due care is taken!
At least one IC will have to be programmed: this is the PROM IC17. Provided it is an 82S23 type, it can be programmed using the PROM programmer which was published in the 1980 Summer Circuits' issue. If IC4 is to be an EPROM, this will have to be programmed as well.
If a 2716 containing the TM program is not used, everything that refers to the cassette interface may be omitted. The same is true of IC5. If the G and S functions that are involved in the PM program are used, the TM routine must also be available. (see the 'sophisticated software' article in the May issue). On the other hand, relays Re1 and Re2, their corresponding sockets and J3 and J4 are rendered superfluous, if software control using a cassette recorder is deemed unnecessary.

The connectors and other links
The interface card requires at least three connectors (not counting the 'connector belonging to the VIA). The input connector is mounted on the component overlay side. This is the nucleus of the entire connection network between the interface card and the main board (see figure 8a). The output (expansion) connector is mounted on the copper track side of the board (figure 8c). This is only employed if the memory is to be further extended. Alternatively, the two boards may be linked with wires, in which case the connectors will not be needed at all. The wire option carries a certain amount of risk, as it may lead to shorts, but of course you are welcome to give it a try!
Then there is the RS 232 connector (figure 8e). This is also mounted on the copper track side, in fact it has to be, as otherwise the line network would be inverted. If the chassis connectors J1...J4 are mounted to the side or back of the case instead of on the copper side of the board, screened cable will have to be used.

Put your cards on the table
Bird's eye view of the system
The full constructional details are shown in figure 9 and the connectors can be found in figure 8. With regard to the latter there is a small problem... The output connector cannot be mounted in the normal manner by inserting it and then soldering the 64 pins. In view of the position of the two rows of 32 holes, the connector cannot be placed on the edge, but must be placed on the board itself. The pins pass through to the other side at a pinch and could in fact be soldered, but it is
better to choose one of the following solutions:
- Using a pair of tweezers the pins can be bent to gain a few extra millimetres (see figure 8c).
- Take a connector of the type shown in figure 8b with pins that are at least 13 mm long (wire wrap type) and again bend them so that they easily fit into the holes.
- Take a connector like the one in figure 8b and connect it to the board by means of 64 wires (hardly ideal!).

The parts list is printed in table 6. The interface card is exactly the same size as the main board, enabling the two cards

---

**Table 4.**

**Parts list for the interface card**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resistors:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1, R2, R3, R4, R32, R33, R34, R35</td>
<td>1 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>22 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6, R10, R11, R14, R15, R24, R26, R27, R28</td>
<td>10 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7, R8, R36</td>
<td>8 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9, R18, R22, R23</td>
<td>4 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12</td>
<td>6 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R13, R25, R31</td>
<td>2 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16</td>
<td>100 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R17</td>
<td>330 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R19</td>
<td>470 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E20</td>
<td>1 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R21</td>
<td>15 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R29</td>
<td>33 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R30</td>
<td>470 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R37</td>
<td>33 kΩ (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>5 kΩ (4 kΩ) multturn preset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>1 kΩ preset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitors:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>220 nF MKH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2, C11, C12, C13</td>
<td>10 μF/16 V tantalum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>22 nF MKH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>1 nF MKH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5, C6, C7</td>
<td>6 nF MKH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
<td>100 nF MKH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td>47 nF MKH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10, C14, C22</td>
<td>1 μF/16 V tantalum (total 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semiconductors:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>8C 5478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2, T3</td>
<td>8C 516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1, D2, D3</td>
<td>1N4148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4</td>
<td>LED green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5</td>
<td>LED red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC1</td>
<td>6522 (Rockwell, Synertek)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2, IC3</td>
<td>2114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC4</td>
<td>2716, 2708, 8114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC5</td>
<td>2716, 2708, 8114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC6</td>
<td>565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC7, IC8</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC9, IC10</td>
<td>74LS241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC11, IC12</td>
<td>74LS243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC13</td>
<td>74LS27, 7427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC14</td>
<td>74LS01, 7401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC15</td>
<td>74LS30, 7430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC16</td>
<td>74LS00, 7400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC17</td>
<td>82523, 74188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1, R2</td>
<td>DIL reed relays (Günther 1301, 3802)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8-pin IC sockets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>14-pin IC sockets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>16-pin IC socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>18-pin IC sockets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20-pin IC sockets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>24-pin IC sockets (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>40-pin IC socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>wire links on board (in addition to ones marked alphabetically)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J1 . . . J4</td>
<td>cinch chassis connectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25-pole D connector (RS 232), mounted at right angles to board (see figure 8b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>solder pins (VIA 'connector')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>solder pins (marked A, B, C, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>input connector (64-pin) placed at right angles, DIN 41612, male [is identical to expansion connector in standard JC]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>solder pins (VIA 'connector')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>solder pins (links to power supply)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>solder pins (LED connections)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>output connector (64-pin) placed at right angles, female (see figure 8c and text)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 7. The printed circuit board for the interface card is 'doubled-sided'. Only the component overlay with the corresponding copper track pattern is illustrated.
to be 'sandwiched' together, which saves a lot of space. There is one important consideration to bear in mind, however; the main board contains the keyboard which will obviously have to be within finger-tip reach, thus with the interface card below it, but with as little space between them as possible. The links will have to be kept short!

Now let us consider the interface card from the following angle: the component overlay facing downward, the input connector facing west, the RS 232 connector facing east and the output connector facing north. The next 'floor' consists of the main board with the keys facing you, which is logical. The space between the two cards depends on the size of the two switches S24 and S25. The whole unit will be more compact if these and the RS 232 connectors are removed and placed elsewhere on the case.

This brings us to the case. Ideally, it should be in the form of a lectern or desk with enough room in it for the main board/ interface card sandwich, the power supply and the bus board and memory extensions. However, this is just a suggestion, as of course the number of equally suitable possibilities is legion. Please inform us if you come up with any original ideas!

Figure 9a provides an elegant solution towards linking the interface and main boards. The connectors are equipped with one female connector each, as shown in figure 8b. These will be interconnected either by means of parts of the bus board described in January 1980 (EPS 80024) or by means of ribbon cable. Using the bus board mentioned above will involve a rather delicate operation: it will have to be cut to size. Thus, the distance between the two connectors on the bus board will largely determine the space between the two cards.

N.B. The copper tracks on the bus board are asymmetrical. Points 3 and 4 are joined by wide tracks. If the bus board is used the other way around, lines 30 and 29 will act as lines 3 and 4. These are not wide, however. Looking at the sandwich as drawn in figure 9a, point 32 is in the foreground and point 1 is in the background.

The interface card has five mounting holes, just like the main board, so that the two boards can be sandwiched together with ease and precision. It is advisable to use fairly solid spacers (metal ones can cause short circuits - beware!). The interconnections between the two boards are illustrated in figure 9b. The use of the bus board mentioned above is highly recommended, but it is also possible to make your own.

If the ready-made bus board is employed, note the asymmetrical copper tracking. Holding the double-decker sandwich in the position described earlier (figure 9a), point 32 of the bus board will face west and point 1 will face east. That by no means covers all there is to

---

**Table 5. Wire links around IC4 and IC5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IC</th>
<th>memory type</th>
<th>G...O</th>
<th>G'...O'</th>
<th>A...F</th>
<th>memory range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IC4</td>
<td>8114</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>A-B</td>
<td>0800...0FFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1K-ROM</td>
<td>2708</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>G-H</td>
<td>A-B</td>
<td>0800...0FFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K-EPROM</td>
<td>2716</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>G-I</td>
<td>A-B</td>
<td>0800...0FFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC5</td>
<td>8114</td>
<td>M'</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>D-C</td>
<td>0C00...0FFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1K-ROM</td>
<td>2708</td>
<td>N'</td>
<td>G'-H'</td>
<td>D-E</td>
<td>0C00...0FFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K-EPROM</td>
<td>2716</td>
<td>N'</td>
<td>G'-I'</td>
<td>D-E</td>
<td>0C00...0FFF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Meant for system program TAPE MONITOR (TM)
2) Preferable if IC4 = 8114 (continuous RAM range)
3) Preferable if IC4 = 2708 (continuous EPROM range) of if IC4 = 8114 (continuous memory range)
4) When IC4 = 2716
5) Meant for system program PRINTER MONITOR (PM)

NB. Various other K connections are possible, only the most logical choices are mentioned in the table.

---

**Figure 8. Data for all the connectors involved in the extension of the Junior Computer.**

---

**Table 6. Electrical connections for the entire unit**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a. between main board and interface card</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 64-pin connectors, female (see figure 8b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 printed circuit board EPS 80024 (partly used) or 1 piece of Veroboard (2.54 mm hole pattern)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-pin male connector (see figure 8d)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b. between interface card and bus board</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 64-pin male connector placed at right angles (see figure 8a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1...5 64-pin female connector(s) (see figure 8b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 printed circuit board EPS 80024 or 1 piece of Veroboard (with 2.54 mm hole pattern)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
say about the bus board. According to what is marked on the connectors, pins 'a' will be on the edge of the card and so the 'c' pins will be towards the middle. Watch out for the misprint on the component overlay of the bus board, near the connectors, where 'a' and 'c' have inadvertently been swapped round. N.B. The reference to the 'a' and 'c' pins in figure 8 are quite correct, but do not correspond to those on the component overlay!

If the interface card and the bus board are linked by ribbon cable, in other words, without using connectors, it is particularly important to make sure 'a' and 'c' do not get mixed up. The wires leading to both points will be equal in length (see figure 9d). (If the component overlay were correct in this respect, the 'a' wire links would be much shorter than their 'c' counterparts.)

The bus board is best positioned with point 1 facing right (east) as seen from the interface card.

Figure 9b shows how the output connector of the interface board is mounted on the card: the bus board will not be level with the interface card. Figure 9c, on the other hand, shows the connector mounted against the interface card and here the two cards are level with each other, which is preferable as it saves having to adjust the spacers, etc. The two cards are also linked by way of the port connector. For this either a male connector or terminals are used (the connector pin assignments are provided in figure 8d).

The PLL control
Reading data without spelling mistakes

So far the interface card is mounted, the 'new' power supply is ready and ICA is a 2716 containing the TM program. Get set... Depress RST to jump to the standard monitor routine, then enter AD 0 8 I 0 (start address of TM) and depress GO: 'id 00' will appear on the display. Now to calibrate the PLL to allow data transfer from the cassette tape to take place without a hitch. We have already explained how the PLL works. The VCO frequency must be adjusted to about 3 kHz with the aid of P1, when no input signal is available. Nevertheless, it will be seen that calibration does not necessarily have to take place without an input signal.

Two routines (table 7) co-operate in the procedure. The first (0200...0250) uses a TM subroutine and provides about 4 minutes' worth of synchronisation characters which are recorded on tape. The second (0251...0283) monitors the synchronisation character reading from the tape, with the assistance of four TM subroutines.

P1 should be adjusted in such a way that these characters are read on tape correctly. This can be seen on the display: the configurations that are likely to appear were published in figure 3 in last month's issue in the
article on the 'sophisticated software'. P1 will be properly adjusted when the situation, as shown in the second drawing in figure 3, is stable. That is to say, when the display does not flicker between drawings 1 and 2.

The calibration procedure takes place in the following steps:
1. The machine is switched on and the programs given in table 7 are entered.
2. The cassette recorder is connected.
3. The recorder is switched to 'record' and is started. Enter: AD 0200 GO.
   The red LED lights and the synchronisation characters are recorded.
4. After about 4 minutes the write operation will have been completed. The red LED will go out and 0200A9 appears on the display. The cassette recorder is stopped and the 4 minutes' tape is rewound.
5. Start the recorder on 'play' (read) this time and enter: AD 0251 GO.
   If the headphone of the cassette recorder is used, turn the volume up half-way.
   The green LED lights. If we have reached the tape section that precedes the synchronisation characters drawing 1 in figure 3 belonging to the software article will now be displayed. This will flash! However, once the synchronisation characters are being read, the PLL can be calibrated.
6. Turn P1 (with a screw-driver) until the second drawing appears on the display.

EOT
End Of Text...end of the road or turning point?
Right, it's up to you now! We hope the trilogy on the interface card has supplied readers with enough information. Obviously, there are plenty of details to fill in. Judging by the letters we've been receiving lately people seem to think the sun rises and sets out of PASCAL and BASIC! But what about machine language? Assembler, for instance, is a very interesting proposition why not make the effort? It's boring wanting to do everything the easy way! As for the ASCII keyboard and the Elekterminals, readers are recommended to read the following articles:
- Elektor, November 1978, p. 11-06.
- Elektor, October 1978, p. 12-16.

Your soldering irons must be white-hot by now, so it's high time you got started. There should be plenty to keep you occupied and off the telephone until books 3 and 4 are available.

Summer circuits
The next issue of Elektor will be the July-August Summer Circuits double issue with its usual quota of over 100 circuits.
Some circuits are basic design ideas, others are complete with printed circuit board layouts. With subjects ranging from audio to microprocessors every reader will find something of interest. Just to whet your appetite, here is a list of a few of the proposed articles:
- audio level meter
- proximity detector
- loudspeaker overload indicator
- frequency and phase detector
- temperature alarm
- Hi-Fi siren
- EPROM light organ
- binary keyboard
- crystal tuning fork
- digital alarm for car
- 50 Watt car booster
- digital sine wave oscillator
- over 90 other circuits

September
- TV games: the TV games extension board didn't fit in this issue. We're holding it for September. A TV games book and two more tapes will also be available at that time.
- Teletext, Elektor-style. For this type of construction project to be practical, connections to the TV set must be considered. Manufacturer's application notes make interesting reading, but they are of little value to the home constructor.
We seem to have reached the point where our hands have grown virtually useless. First mechanics and then electronics took over. Even the simplest of manual jobs now have an electronic alternative. The pre-electronic era now strikes most members of the younger generation as belonging to the distant past, like the Stone Age. This is hardly surprising, considering that such 'ordinary', everyday devices as sewing machines and cameras are all controlled by a built-in computer these days and are even designed to check every possible (and often impossible) error on the part of the operator. Thermometers 'won't work' unless they provide a digital reading and irons are likely to be computerised any minute, in which case you will no longer be allowed to burn a decorative hole in your own shirt...

C. Nötzel

water level indicator

Did you know electronics had green fingers? With a little current and water, potted plants can be encouraged to grow and blossom. A row of LEDs are used to indicate the level of water in the pot, so that the gardener knows exactly when to water the plants.

Anyway, there is no point in leading readers up the garden path, for, as everyone knows, there are plenty of positive aspects involved in electronics. Surrounded as people are by all sorts of electronic home comforts, taking them for granted is easier said than done. For one thing at Elektor we earn our bread and butter from chips!

Interesting and so easy
Electronics can be fun. What's more, it does not have to be complicated. This water level meter circuit, for instance, is a perfect example of both. Using a couple of ordinary logic gates and a row of LEDs, an amazing amount of 'flower power' can be generated. This is particularly useful for hydroculturists (owners of special hydroculture pots), as the circuit consists of a water level indicator with LEDs to indicate how much water there is in the pot and when to add more. Readers who can stand up to flower power, but find it irresistible, should look at figure 2. The sensor is shown towards the bottom of the circuit diagram in the form of a long copper strip with ten smaller segments alongside it. When the 'gauge' is dipped into water, the resistance between the small copper areas and the long strip will decrease and the meter will be activated. The exact procedure is as follows:

When the pot has sufficient water, the low transitional resistance between the contacts of the 'gauge' will cause all the

Figure 1. How to construct the meter board. The length of the sensor will have to be empirically established. In the prototype model this was about 5 cm.
inputs of inverters N1...N10 to go 'low'. Their outputs will then be 'high', so that the LEDs, D1...D10, will be confronted with two high logic levels and will therefore not light. Only D11 will light, for its anode is connected to the high output level of N10 by way of R24, but at the same time its cathode is directly linked to the supply's ground. Its light indicates that the pot has sufficient water.

If the water level drops until the upper segment of the sensor is left high and dry, the resistance in this area will suddenly rise considerably. The input of N10 will now go high via resistor R10 and its output will accordingly go low. As LED D11 now hovers between two low logic levels, its light will go out. D1...D9 will remain unchanged, that is to say, they will stay unlit. D10, however, will light under the influence of the high output level of N9 at its anode and of the low output of N10 at its cathode. Thus, the procedure is really quite straightforward: whenever the water level drops a 'rung' on the meter, the next lowest LED will light and so on, enabling the soil's moisture to be very easily monitored.

In addition, the meter includes a 'luxury item'. If the 'gauge' is allowed to dry up, the lowest LED in the row (D1) will light and the configuration at D13...D16 will cause the AMV around N11 and N12 to be activated. LED D12 will then flash to indicate that it is high time the plants were watered. Since D16 is linked to the output of N10, LED D12 will continue to flash until the water level has reached the highest copper segment but one.

Unfortunately, there was no time to design a printed circuit board for the water level indicator. The circuit is not difficult, however, and most readers should be able to make a board themselves. Figure 1 illustrates what the meter looks like after construction. Of course, the correct length of the sensor and the amount of space between the copper segments will depend on the size and shape of the flower pot.

Figure 2. Electronic flower power. The water level can be read on an LED scale; an LED will flash to indicate when the plants need watering.
transverter
for the
70 cm band

how to transmit on 70 cm using 2 metre equipment

P. de Winter PEØPJW

Radio amateurs who wish to make use of the various bands in the VHF/UHF range are faced with the choice of either buying a complete transceiver for each band, or of buying a single unit, such as a 2 metre set for instance, and operating it with a collection of converters. The latter option is much cheaper, especially if the converters are ‘home-constructed’, and is therefore preferable. The transverter described here allows a 2 metre (144...146 MHz) transceiver to be operated on the 70 cm band (432...434 MHz).

As can be seen from the frequency spectrum shown in table 1, this particular frequency range occupies most of the portion of the 70 cm band that is not for use by radio amateurs. This is important as both telephone and telegraph communications also take place in this band. Compared to the busy 2 metre band, the 70 cm band is a welcome relief. This is because the majority of people do not feel particularly up to constructing their own set in order to be able to transmit on UHF. The 70 cm band is not nearly as crowded as the 2 metre band and its few occupants therefore very enthusiastically welcome newcomers to their midst. Everyone is very keen to offer their help, which is of great importance when the transverter receiver section needs to be calibrated.

The 70 cm band plays a significant role in amateur satellite communications. Communications via OSCAR 7 and OSCAR 8 are partly carried out on this band. Although OSCAR 7 is beginning to show signs of age and is likely to give up the ghost in the near future, a replacement is probably already being prepared for launch. In any case, several geostatic satellites are due to be launched for amateur purposes as well and these will also operate on the 70 cm band. Such satellites (like the TV satellites to be launched shortly) are immobile with respect to the earth’s surface and so they cover a certain fixed area of the globe. As opposed to their amateur counterparts, geostatic satellites have the advantage that they can provide contact between say, the United States and Europe, 24 hours a day (provided, of course, they are ‘suspended’ somewhere above the Atlantic Ocean). In other words, the 70 cm band is ideal for the radio amateur!

The tripler

The first tentative steps on the 70 cm band are usually taken with the aid of a so-called tripler circuit. A tripler literally trebles the frequency of the input signal. As part of the 70 cm band is exactly three times the 2 metre (144...146 MHz) band, a tripler will enable signals to be produced on 432...438 MHz by using one unit. However, there are a few drawbacks involved. Firstly, the tripler is only

Figure 1. The block diagram shows a transceiver and a transverter. A signal with a frequency $f_1$ is converted to one with a frequency of $f_2$ during transmission and vice versa during reception.
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Figure 2. The simplest form of transverter mixes a signal of 288 MHz with one of 144 MHz (during transmission) or with one of 432 MHz (during reception).
suitable for use on the transmitter section and so a separate converter will have to be added for reception. Secondly, the tripler can only be used on FM (Frequency Modulation) or CW (Carrier Wave) transmissions and, to make matters worse, it features a rather large power reduction (about 70%). Supplying a tripler with 10 W will therefore give an output in the region of 3 W. Even though 3 W is quite powerful on the 70 cm band, it does mean the tripler has very limited modulation characteristics. If amplitude modulated (AM) signals are to be transmitted, this also includes single sideband (SSB), the transmitter will have to operate linearly. The tripler can only manage to do this within a very limited range, so that AM signals become very distorted. A clean signal can be obtained by utilising a more refined method.

The transverter

By using the available 2 m transmission signal and the 70 cm reception signal, transverters mix the different frequencies to obtain the desired finished product. In every 'mixing process' one signal is multiplied by another. As a result, both 'sum' and 'difference' frequencies are produced. Sometimes the original frequencies will also be present in the output signal. Filters are then used to ensure that only one of the required products (sum or difference frequency) is finally passed to the aerial.

Figure 1 shows the block diagram. In the transmit mode the signal is converted from frequency $f_1$ to frequency $f_2$. In the receive mode, on the other hand, $f_2$ is converted into $f_1$. Obviously the easiest answer is to let the transmission converter act as the receiver converter as well. This is not possible in practice, but if a single mixing frequency is used the two converter sections will have quite a lot in common (a frequency of 288 MHz is used in the transverter described here). The communal section will then consist of the 288 MHz oscillator.

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of this type of transverter. In the transmit mode 288 MHz is added to the transmission frequency (144 ... 146 MHz), so that the resultant output frequency will be in the range of 432 ... 434 MHz. When the set is on 'receive' it is the difference frequency that is fed to the 2 m receiver. The 288 MHz signal is subtracted from the received 432 ... 434 MHz input so that the required 144 ... 146 MHz is left. Theoretically, the system should work quite nicely and it would seem ludicrous to select any other type. Unfortunately, a number of problems are involved in practice. As a result of the non-linear characteristics, not only are the frequencies already mentioned produced,
but also so are a number of unwanted harmonics.

Photo 1 shows the signal spectrum of a transverter constructed according to the block diagram in figure 2. The input frequency here is 144.5 MHz, but because 287.5 instead of 288 MHz was mixed with the signal, the output product will appear on 432 MHz exactly. A similar situation occurs when a 144.75 input frequency is added to a frequency of 288 MHz (find out for yourselves).

The undesirable products shown in the photograph consist of the harmonics of the 287.5 MHz signal and the third harmonics of the 2 metre input signal. The lower the difference frequency of the signals, the less distance there is between the mixed products. This means this type of transverter can be heard at no less than ten different points on the 70 cm band wave! That is something you could perhaps live with, but, as the photo shows, the side products sometimes exceed the authorised 70 cm band as well.

When such products do in fact exceed the permissible range, they can be attenuated to a certain extent with the use of filters and the selectivity of the linear amplifier connected behind them.

Obviously, however, not many benefits can be expected to be derived from this type of transverter.

The whole problem can be avoided by choosing another system, the principle of which is shown in figure 3. The output signal of the 2 metre transmitter is first divided to give a lower frequency, corresponding to the 10 metre amateur band, and then it is converted to the required frequency, which of course is the 70 cm band. This conversion is not required for the receiver section. The difficulties we have referred to just do not occur in reception. A receiver converter with a mixer frequency of 288 MHz provides very reasonable quality. In practice, the output signal of the 2 m transceiver is mixed with a 116 MHz oscillator signal.

The difference frequency 28...30 MHz (10 metre band) is then mixed with 404 MHz. The result is an output frequency of 432...434 MHz. The difference frequency of the two oscillators (404-116) is 288 MHz, so that an IF is now available for the receiver converter.

Nevertheless, even this system has its drawbacks. To start with, the 15th harmonics of the 10 metre band cover the 420...450 MHz range and this includes the 70 cm-wave band. Furthermore, it is very difficult to suppress image interference properly. In the 288 MHz to 432 MHz conversion image interference frequencies affect the 374...376 MHz range, in other words at barely 56 MHz from the output signal. This means a fairly steep filter is necessary. However, this system has the advantage that the crystal required for the 10 metre wave band is readily available, so that reception is possible.

Photo 1. The frequency spectrum of the straightforward transverter shown in figure 2. Scale division: vertical = 10 dBm/division, horizontal = 2 MHz/division. The largest of the unwanted signals is only 20 dBm (= 100 mW) below the one required.

Figure 3. A block diagram of a transverter that uses the 10 metre band as an IF frequency for the transmitter section. The receiver operates by mixing the difference frequency of 404 MHz - 116 MHz = 288 MHz with the incoming 70 cm signal to produce the required 2 metre band output signal.

Figure 4. The block diagram of a transverter that uses an IF frequency of 336...338 MHz. Here again the receiver converts directly to the 2 metre band.
If you decide on an additional mix frequency, you can always use a different IF, above 30 MHz for instance. The system in figure 4 gives an example of a transverter with a ‘high IF’. Use is made of a 96 MHz oscillator frequency, which is doubled (192 MHz) and is then mixed with the 2 m signal. An IF of 336 MHz...338 MHz is then created. When 96 MHz is added to this again, you’re left with the required 70 cm signal. For reception purposes the 96 MHz signal can be tripled, which again leads to the very useful 288 MHz IF.

By mixing the signals twice, any problems with the third harmonics of the 2 metre signal are reduced considerably and are nothing like as serious as when the frequency is directly mixed with 288 MHz. The system in figure 4 does however have one minor snag. As a simple addition shows, mixing the third harmonics of 192 MHz with 144...146 MHz produces a differential frequency of 432...430 MHz. The answer is to use a different crystal frequency. It is advisable to select 57.6 MHz for this, as the fifth harmonic of this frequency again produces the 288 MHz needed for the reception converter/transverter.

Figure 5 shows the slightly modified block diagram. Apart from the frequencies involved, its structure is virtually the same as the one in figure 4.

The fourth harmonic of the crystal oscillator (230.4 MHz) mixed with the 2 m signal gives an IF of 374.4...376.4 MHz. By mixing another 57.6 MHz with that the required 70 cm signal may be obtained. Against any appearances, the crystal oscillators in figures 4 and 5 are in fact related to each other. At such high frequencies overtone crystals are usually used with a fundamental frequency below 20 MHz. 57.6 and 96 MHz crystals generally feature the same fundamental frequency, this being 19.2 MHz. Thus, a 96 MHz overtone crystal (= 5 x 19.2 MHz) is bound to oscillate equally well at 57.6 (= 3 x 19.2 MHz). The transverter described here works according to the principle shown in the block diagram of figure 5.

This type of transverter also produces undesirable interference within the 70 cm band range and so this has to be filtered out. By using well adjusted mixers, interfering signals can be attenuated and kept at more than 60 dB away from the required signal. This requirement is quite easily met by a signal level of +20 dBm (= 100 mW). The GPO requires transmitters of up to 10 W power to feature 60 dB rejection and those above 10 W to feature not more than 10 microwatts per interfering element. In order to be able to achieve a reasonable level or power a linear output stage should be connected behind the transverter and this improves suppression outside the 70 cm wave band considerably. By choosing a suitable IF and a good design, the spectrum can be 'cleaned up' fairly well. Even though this cannot be measured without the use of a spectrum analyser it can be done. The circuit is calibrated by adjusting a few test points to maximum deflection on a meter. It is virtually impossible to calibrate the circuit to a minimum of interference without using professional equipment. However, as we will see later, the circuit can be calibrated in such a manner that the best result is obtained almost automatically.

Photo 2 shows the frequency spectrum of the transverter described here. Clearly it is very different from the one in photo 1.

The crystal oscillator

The crystal oscillator (see figure 6) together with the associated circuitry produces signals to convert the 70 cm wave band (or at least the 432...434 MHz section) to the 2 metre wave band (144...146 MHz) during reception and vice versa. The crystal is connected to the base of T1 and to the junction of C1 and C3, a capacitive divider. The collector circuit (L1, C3, and C1) is tuned to 57.6 MHz so that the crystal will oscillate at the third harmonic of 17.2 MHz.

A voltage stabiliser IC (IC1) has been added to prevent any fluctuations in...
the power supply voltage from affecting the circuit. Transistors T2, T4 and T5 are provided with the 57.6 MHz signal by way of capacitors C6, C19 and C22, respectively.

A 288 MHz signal is required for conversion during reception. Transistor T5 therefore multiplies the crystal oscillator frequency by five. Since the 5th harmonic at the collector of T5 is relatively weak, an additional amplifier stage has been connected behind it which is inductively coupled by coils L9 and L10. The transistors used are the BFY 90 type and amplify so well on 288 MHz that the output (L12) ends up supplying 5 and 10 mW of power. Part of this may be used as a master oscillator in a multiplier chain (4x) and eventually give rise to a signal on 1152 MHz. This serves to create a transverter for the 23 cm wave band (1296...1298). The placing of the 'tap' on L12 depends on what the circuit is used for. If the output is to be connected to several circuits it is best to position the tap near to ground. If only the reception mixer is to be connected, the tap should be placed in the centre of the coil. The coil will then be under a fairly heavy voltage, but at least the circuit will be less likely to oscillate.

If in spite of these measures the circuit starts to oscillate, this can be suppressed by connecting a resistor in series with either C24 and/or C29. A value of 100 Ω should usually be enough, but it is better to take a smaller value, as the chances are that a lot of output power will be lost. As it happens, there was no need to connect a resistor to any of the three tested prototypes.

The transmitter features two conversions. First 144 MHz is mixed with 230.4 MHz (= 4 x 57.6 MHz) to produce 374.4 MHz and then this is converted into 432 MHz by mixing in another 57.6 MHz. Obviously, the sum of the mixing frequencies will once again be 288 MHz.

The 230.4 MHz signal is produced by doubling the oscillator signal twice. The frequency is first doubled by transistor T2. A critically coupled band pass filter is connected to the collector of T2 (via C11) and this is tuned to 115.2 MHz (twice the frequency of the oscillator signal). When T3 doubles the frequency again, the required 230.4 MHz signal will finally be available at the output of the band pass filter made up of L4, L5, C16 and C17.

The 57.6 MHz signal which also plays a part in transmission is not derived directly from the crystal oscillator but is first amplified and filtered by transistor T4. The coupling coil (L7) ensures that the signal (about 10 mW here) has a low impedance.

The reception converter

Before a transverter can be put to full use, the reception unit needs to meet a few requirements:

a. It should feature low noise.
b. A fair amount of gain, about 10 x (20 dB). More gain than this would only create havoc, such as intermodulation, jamming, etc., in the receiver connected to the set. On the other hand, if the gain were too low the receiver's contribution to the total noise factor would be too high.
c. The set must suppress image interference. This depends entirely on the selectivity of the filters in the receiver.
Figure 7. The circuit diagram of the receiver converter. The integrated strip-line inductors provide excellent input selectivity.

front end. For signals on image frequencies (2 metre band!!!) to be reduced to a minimum, they will have to be attenuated by more than 60 dB.

Low noise is exactly what the BFT 66 has to offer and this transistor is therefore included in the circuit (see figure 7). The filter consisting of C31, C32 and L13 make sure the aerial (50 ... 75 Ω) is properly adjusted to the input impedance of the transistor (T7).

Photo 3 clearly illustrates how the filter is structured. In this case ‘trimmer’ capacitors have been used, but it is also possible to use ordinary foil capacitors.

After being amplified by T7 the signal is filtered via L15 and L16, C37 and C38 (strip-line band pass filter) and is then further amplified by the MOSFET T8.

Transistor T7 receives its collector (DC) current from the RF suppression choke L14. This enables the band pass filter to operate without a DC voltage, which is much better. MOSFET T2 is connected as a mixer. The output signal is filtered by the band pass filter L18, C44, L19 and C46, so that only the required conversion product remains at the output (144 ... 146 MHz).

Photo 3. A detailed view of the receiver converter section. The strip-line inductor in the input filter is the only one of this type to be mounted on the board rather than being etched out of the copper laminate.
As a result of the amplification the signal strength meter in the 2 m transceiver will indicate a level that is 20 dB too high. To compensate for this difference in signal level another attenuation network can be connected after the output band pass filter. This reduces part of the excess output signal. It has the added advantage that the receiver is provided with an almost optimum load at its aerial input.

The transmission converter
The 144...146 MHz transmission signal is converted to a frequency of 432...434 MHz with the aid of two converters. The first converter mixes the signal to produce an IF of 374.4...376.4 MHz (see figure 8). The circuit is supplied with a dummy load (R33) to avoid having to modify the existing transmitter. This resistor converts most of the incoming power into heat. The input power using the values here should not be more than 10 W (the impedance is about 50 Ω).

Photo 4 shows the dummy load which has been incorporated inside a separate compartment to prevent interference from the 2 metre band signal. The printed circuit board also allows the dummy load to be adjusted with the aid of a parallel tuned circuit and so obtain an optimum Standing Wave Ratio (SWR). Using the parallel inductor (3 turns) on the photo the SWR was found to be better than 1.1:1. Where the inductor is placed on the board is a rather critical matter. It is not, for instance, a good idea to solder it directly to the BNC connector. In the prototype a parallel trimming capacitor was not needed.

After the dummy load 10% of the input power is fed to the mixer (T10). If the input power is 10 W, this would be too much, but P3 can be used to attenuate it further. It is not possible to reduce the power completely due to slight interference. In practice, P3 produces an adjustable range of 10...15 dB, depending on the quality of the screening. More details on this subject will be given in a subsequent chapter on construction and calibration.

A band pass filter consisting of L20, C50, L21 and C51 again ensures that as much interference and noise as possible is suppressed so that the g2 electrode of the mixer FET T10 receives as clean a signal as possible. Transistor T12 amplifies and filters the 230.4 MHz signal derived from the oscillator board before this is fed to g1 of T10. The mixer products are filtered by L22, C56, L23 and C57 and the resultant 374.4...376.4 MHz signal is further amplified by transistor T11.

In the final section of the transverter the 374.4...376.4 MHz signal is once again mixed with the oscillator frequency of 57.6 MHz. This produces the required frequencies of 432...434 MHz. This 70 cm signal is again filtered and amplified to a level of about 50 mW, which is adequate to drive most output stages without any difficulty.

The circuit diagram of the output section of the transverter is shown in figure 9. Inductor L26 and capacitor C68 constitute a tuned input circuit operating at a frequency of 374.4...376.4 MHz. The input impedance is about 50 Ω so that this particular circuit can be connected to the first transverter mixer board by a 'normal' piece of screened cable, or even by means of a wire link in view of the...
Figure 9. The circuit diagram of the output stages of the transmission converter. Again, integrated strip-line inductors have been incorporated wherever possible.

Photo 4. A close-up of the dummy load. The nine resistors involved can easily cope with an input power of 10 W during SSB operation. During AM and FM operation, however, the circuit can get rather warm. The inductor provides an optimum SWR (Standing Wave Ratio) – about 1.1:1 in the prototype.

very short distance between the two boards. Exactly how this can be accomplished will be fully explained in the subsequent article on construction and calibration.

The input power here is about 1 mW, which is more than enough. More power than this would only cause a great deal of interference. However, the mixer MOSFET, T13, requires a little more power at its second gate (g2). This is connected to the output of the 57.6 MHz section via capacitor C73. The amount of power available at this point is around 10 mW.

The band pass filter consisting of L28, C75, L29 and C79 forms the first 70 cm section of the circuit at the drain of T13. The signal is then amplified by T14 before being fed by way of another band pass filter (L30, C81, L31 and C85) to the output stage.

The output stage (T15) can (only) produce about 50 mW rf power. It may be possible to get a little more out of it, but this could affect the linearity and noise suppression of the circuit. If the circuit is calibrated as indicated (see subsequent article) it should operate correctly with no problems whatsoever.
Various types of transistor may be used in the output section without having to alter the values of any other components. The following types have all been tested successfully: BFY 90, 2N 3866, BFW 16A and BFR 96. The last one in that series has a different pin assignment, which means that is not quite so easy to mount it on the board. The completed output stage is illustrated in photo 5. This is constructed around a BFY 50 in this particular instance. If readers can obtain a good quality 2N 3866 (tolerances do tend to differ, so take care), this type is definitely a better choice due to its greater attenuation of signals above 500 MHz.

Construction and calibration
A detailed description of the construction and calibration of the transverter will be given in the second part of this article. This will include the printed circuit boards shown in the photographs in this issue.

Figure 10. Just to give an idea of what the (double-sided!) p.c. board will look like . . . In the second part of this article the board will be given full-size.
map reading by computer

measure the distance with your computer

Personal computer owners are always on the look-out for new applications, new 'tricks' they can teach their electronic pets. This article describes a small but powerful sensor which enables distances between two points on a map to be measured with a fair degree of accuracy. A computer program then converts the number of centimetres measured into the actual distance in kilometres.

With the ever increasing cost of motoring, the driver tends to keep close track of his car's mileage and, if possible, reduce the distance to be travelled down to an absolute minimum. Holiday makers, in particular, need to know the exact (and shortest) distance from one place to another, so that they do not end up stranded in the middle of nowhere with an empty petrol tank. Usually, a map is spread out on a table and the number of centimetres from A to B is measured with a ruler and then converted into kilometres according to the scale of the map.

The calculation involved is really quite straightforward, but if the route is full of twists and turns it is very easy to miss out or add on a couple of centimetres, so why not let the computer take the problem off our hands? Instead of the ruler, a sensor is attached to a tiny wheel and is rolled along the intended route on the map. The distance it covers is transformed into a series of pulses which are counted by the computer thereby enabling it to calculate the actual distance in kilometres.

The sensor

As can be gathered from the above paragraph, the vital element in the system is the sensor. This ensures that the number of centimetres to be measured is converted into a corresponding number of pulses which are then processed by the computer.

Operation is as follows. On the front of the sensor there is a small wheel which can turn freely. At certain points slots have been cut into the wheel. On one side of it there is a lamp and on the other side there is a photo transistor. Every time the wheel turns round, the photo transistor is illuminated for a split second by the lamp through one of the slots that passes between them. During that split second the transistor and the lamp can 'see' each other, so to speak, and so the transistor will start to conduct. If the wheel carries on turning, the light beam will be interrupted and the transistor will stop conducting until another slot appears. Depending on the number of slots in the wheel, the photo transistor will emit a certain quantity of pulses per revolution.

The pulses generated by the photo transistor are fed to a Schmitt trigger which is constructed around IC1. This produces a signal that is TTL-compatible and is in turn fed to the computer. Figure 1 shows the sensor circuit diagram.

To simplify the mechanical job as much as possible, a printed circuit board has been designed for the sensor (figure 2) and this also contains the wheel. The latter section can be cut out and the wheel can be filed into shape. After this, slots are cut in the places indicated on the wheel. In addition, a hole is made in the middle to allow the axle to be inserted.

Photo 1. An alternative solution towards constructing the sensor. This does not operate on the light interruption principle, but uses the light reflected by the black-and-white squares. That is why this particular sensor must be 'light-proof'.
The component board is now provided with a slightly wider slot at one end. This is where the wheel is to be mounted. A piece of wire may be used as the axle which is inserted through the hole in the middle of the wheel. The wheel is then fitted to the printed circuit board and the axle is soldered on both sides of the board. After this, the components may be mounted on the board. The lamp and the photo transistor should be positioned with care. Another view of the sensor is given in the drawing in figure 3.

The supply voltage is now connected up and preset P1 is adjusted until the output voltage at pin 6 of IC1 alternates between logic one and logic zero when the wheel is turned slowly.

The printed circuit board is small enough to be inserted inside a plastic tube. Of course, what we have just described is just a suggestion and there are various other ways in which to construct the mechanical section of the circuit. The home-made wheel described above is fairly thick and therefore not always very accurate when the route on the map follows twists and turns, or when ‘distances’ of a few millimetres are involved. An ideal solution in this respect would be to use part of the workings of an old (mechanical) watch. Figure 4 shows how to go about the construction. Since reflection plays an important part in the circuit’s operation, make sure that this part of the sensor is as ‘light proof’ as possible. The finished product is shown in the photograph.

The software

Once the mechanical section has been taken care of, a program will have to be written to take care of the calculation work. In principle, the sensor can be connected to any computer that is provided with a port connector. The following description refers to the flow chart which allows a suitable program to be written in any programming language required. The example used here was written specifically for the Junior Computer and is listed at the end of this article.

Figure 5 shows the basic flow chart of the mapping program. The computer starts at subroutine INITS. This makes sure that the correct initial information is stored in the data buffers. In addition, the EDTB register is addressed once, so that the flag of the port input to which the sensor is connected (the PA7 flag in the Junior Computer) is set when there is a positive edge at this input. This is required to detect the subsequent input pulses that are generated by the sensor. After subroutine INITS the main routine is continued from the label SCAFAC.

Provided the plus (+) key is not depressed at this stage, the program will now enter a wait loop and will keep returning to the SCAFAC label. During the loop the number of pulses emitted
by the sensor is counted. The sensor must now cover a distance of exactly 50 cm. The pulse count is multiplied by two and the result is shown on the display. The display will therefore show how many pulses were counted per metre. This number is of vital importance for the rest of the program, since it indicates the conversion factor: distance-pulses. If the plus key is depressed during the wait loop the loop is left and the computer checks whether pulses were counted during the preceding program section, or not. If so, the program jumps straight to TRSFER. If not, the operator has the opportunity of keying in the number of pulses per metre manually at this point. This is done during the KEYSEL subroutine. The program is structured so that the sensor only has to cover 50 cm once. The number will then be known and so the next time that it is needed it can be keyed in by the operator, which saves a lot of time.

The number is now stored in memory locations (SCALE B . . . D) and is subsequently moved to SCAF (A . . . C). Locations SCALE (B . . . D) are now vacant and can be used to store the scale. The scale is again entered during KEYSEC. After entering the scale and then depressing the plus key, the scale is checked to see whether it is equal to or smaller than 99999. If this is the case, the count is updated in metres on all six displays. If, on the other hand, a larger scale is used, the first four displays keep track of the count in kilometres.

At this stage in the program, the computer is in for a "real" piece of calculation work. Subroutine DIVDEC is called and the entered scale (SCALE) is divided by the number of pulses per metre (SCAF). The result of the division, which is carried out in decimal, is stored at locations KM (A . . . D). This figure indicates the distance between two sensor pulses, expressed in terms of the entered scale. That covers most of the computing work. Now the display is cleared and the computer can concentrate on the actual measurement involved.

This brings us (and the machine!) to the program loop CO. This adds the figure stored at memory locations KM (A . . . D) to the figure indicated on the display, whenever a pulse is generated by the sensor. The result represents the actual distance to be travelled, provided, of course, the same route is taken as shown on the map.

The listing

Figure 6 gives the listing for the program as written for the Junior Computer. Now that the flow chart has been dealt with in detail, the program should be easy to follow.

As can be seen, the program runs from address 0200 to 0329. It only needs to be typed in once, after which it can be stored on cassette and can be loaded into the machine whenever required. Alternatively, the program may be stored in (E)PROM, but then the absolute jump addresses and the NMI vector will have to be adjusted to the address range where the PROM is located.

How to work with the program

Once the program has been typed in and the sensor has been connected to the input connector (+5V, GND and PA7), the program can be started. Provided no typing errors were made, 000000 will appear on the display. Now the sensor is made to cover 50 cm and the figure that appears on the display is noted for another occasion. After this, the plus key is depressed and
appears on the display. The map’s scale may now be entered and the plus key is depressed again. Two things can happen now:
- either 000000 appears on the display. The entered scale was equal to or smaller than 999999. The distance will then be measured in metres.
- or 0000 appears on the display. The scale was greater than 999999 and the distance is therefore measured in kilometres. If you have finished measuring but wish to take another measurement on the same map (starting from 0000 (00) again), depress the NMI key and off you go! The next time the program is used the sensor does not have to cover another 50 cm, as the number of pulses for that distance is already known... that is, if you remembered to write it down! Then the plus key is depressed, the pulse figure is entered and the plus key is depressed again. Now the scale is keyed in, the plus key is pressed yet again and the computer is ‘ready to measure’.

At the end of the road...
Just a few final remarks to get you on your way. The entered scale should not be smaller than 1 : 2500, if the measurement is to be as accurate as possible (conversion error probability is less than 1%). Furthermore, a home-made sensor should feature between 100 and 500 pulses per 50 cm (remember to check whether the number of pulses multiplied by two appears on the display at the beginning of the program when the 50 cm is being ‘rolled’!). If, however, the EPS board is used as a sensor, this requirement will be met automatically. If the program is to be used to measure distance in miles, the sensor must be made to travel 80.5 cm during the initial ‘setting up’ procedure.

Figure 5. The flow chart of the program.
Readers who use oscilloscopes on a regular basis will know how difficult it is to examine a low frequency signal of, say, 10 Hz. Not to mention the problems of checking the degree of relay contact bounce! Either the signals take so long to be written onto the screen that the first portion of the signal has disappeared before the end of it has been displayed (in the case of the 10 Hz signal) therefore it is impossible to obtain a clear view of the overall spectrum. Alternatively, the signal has entirely disappeared before we could get a chance to look at it (contact bounce).

In last month's issue it was seen that a great deal of the required circuitry is in fact already provided in the logic analyser. All that is needed now is to add the two converters and the associate input circuitry and the whole unit can be mounted on a module which can be connected to the main board of the logic analyser.

Screen 'photography'

If you have read the previous articles on the logic analyser, you will have been confronted with enough block diagrams to last you a life time, or at least plenty for this particular application! Without further ado therefore, let us see how the scope works by examining the circuit diagram shown in figure 1.

First let us examine the input circuitry shown at the top left-hand corner of figure 1. The analogue input signal enters the circuit at the AC/DC switch S1. While this switch is open any DC in the input signal will be blocked by capacitor C1.

After this, the input signal is attenuated by resistors R1...R5. The sensitivity of the circuit can be selected by switch S2. The signal is then limited by resistor R6 and diodes D1 and D2 before being fed to the buffer amplifier IC1. Potentiometer P1 acts as the variable V/div control of the unit; the signal level at the wiper of P1 is inverted and amplified by opamp A1.

The next opamp, A2, adds the DC voltage present at the wiper of potentiometer P2 (DC shift) to the output signal of A1. This enables the operator to ensure that the input voltage to the A/D converter is positive, as it should be at all times. When the wiper of P2 is in the centre position, about +0,5 V will be added to the signal via the non-inverting input of A2. At the heart of figure 1 is a sample-and-hold circuit which is constructed around an operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) together with transistor T2. In actual fact, the output of the OTA constitutes a voltage controlled current source. The output current depends on both the differential voltage at the input (between pins 2 and 3 of IC5) and on the control current flowing into pin 5 of IC5 (transistor T1 is a PNP device). According to the polarity of the output current, capacitor C10 is either charged or discharged in proportion to the size of the output current independently of any resistance. The presence of the high impedance FET buffer T2 guarantees this. The output of T2 is fed back to the non-inverting input of IC5 (pin 2), so that the voltage at the source of T2 will follow the output voltage of A2 for as long as T1 conducts.

The output of T2 is then fed to the input of the A/D converter (pin 6 of IC3) via resistor R35. The eight data outputs of IC3 are connected directly to the RAM inputs of the logic analyser. Gate N21 in the logic analyser provides

**Technical specifications storage scope**

- **Input sensitivity:** 100 mV/div.
- **Memory:** 256 x 8 bit
- **Sampling time:**
  - 25 μs...5 ms (internal clock)
  - long without limitations (external clock)
- **Highest input frequency (component):** 2 kHz
- **Functions:**
  - AC/DC
  - V/div.
  - V/variable
  - DC-shift
  - trig level
  - trig or trig—

Sometimes it is very useful, if not necessary, to be able to 'freeze' very fast or very slow signals that are to be examined on an oscilloscope screen. For this the oscilloscope will have to be provided with a memory. The solution offered in this article is to use a standard oscilloscope and combine it with the digital memory of the logic analyser (described in last month's issue of Elektor). Included is a circuit which converts the analogue signal into a digital counterpart which can then be stored in the memory. As mentioned last month, the logic analyser main board already caters for the storage scope addition.

Fortunately, there is a solution in the form of a 'memory' scope. This uses a fluorescent screen which allows signals to be observed by 'freezing' them for a relatively long period of time. The concept is similar to what happens when you look up at the sun on a bright day. Close your eyes and you will still 'see' the fiery glare for some time.

However, the 'memory' scope has one disadvantage — the picture gradually deteriorates in quality as time passes. The effect can be compared to a jet flying overhead. Its vapour trail lingers in the sky for a while before fading away.

As far as the storage scope under consideration here is concerned, it is yet another example of digital technology infiltrating into traditionally analogue territory. For here a digital memory in conjunction with an analogue-to-digital (A/D) converter and a digital-to-analogue (D/A) converter plus control circuitry ensure that signals can be permanently displayed (provided, of course, that the power supply is not switched off).
the circuit with a 2.5 µs or 5 µs clock signal (CL) and gate N17 produces start pulses for the SC (Start Conversion) input. Switch S3 has been included to allow the operator to select between the storage scope and the logic analyser. When the output enable (OE) is connected to ground, the data outputs of IC3 are effectively disconnected from the RAM and the logic analyser can be operated as normal.

During the actual conversion from analogue (pin 6 of IC3) to digital (pins 12...18 of IC3) the end of conversion output (EOC) will be logic zero. This means that T1 will not conduct and that the sample-and-hold circuit mentioned earlier will be in the hold state. At the end of the conversion, EOC will change to logic one, causing T1 to conduct and the sample-and-hold circuit to enter the sample state. Part of the signal at the output of A2 is fed to the sample-and-hold circuit via R24, and part to the Schmitt trigger formed by A3. The voltage level at which the Schmitt trigger operates can be adjusted by means of potentiometer P3. The output of A3 has the purpose of triggering the logic analyser whenever the input signal goes positive or negative. Switch S4 and transistor T3 are included so that the operator can select whether the logic analyser is to receive a positive (S4 in position b) or negative (S4 in position a) trigger pulse (MT).

So far so good. The input signal has now been stored in memory, that is, it is held in RAM. Therefore, it has to be read from RAM before it can be displayed on the oscilloscope screen. If an A/D conversion is necessary for a signal to be stored in RAM, it follows that the reverse (D/A) is required for the signal to be read from RAM. For this reason the D/A converter IC4 (IC3's opposite number) is included in figure 1. The amplitude of the analogue output signal at pin 4 of IC4 is determined by the logic levels of all eight data inputs (pins 10...17). Opamp A4 further amplifies the resultant analogue output signal by a factor determined by the setting of potentiometer P6. The output of A4 then becomes the input signal of a conventional oscilloscope, which, together with the circuit just described, adds up to a first class storage scope.

Construction
Figure 1 shows what the storage scope looks like on paper; the practical version can be seen in figure 2. The storage scope module can be joined to the main board of the logic analyser with the aid of a pair of 31-way connectors, or, alternatively, by using 27 individual wire links. The storage scope module is positioned in such a way that the component overlays of the two boards are facing each other.

Two wire links on the main board have to be removed when the storage scope is added. These are links E-L and Y-Z and are shown as dotted lines in the logic analyser circuit diagram. It is a matter of life and death to the circuit, so don't forget! Then the printed circuit board must be linked to the front panel. To minimise interference problems use screened leads for S1, S2, P1 and the BNC input socket. On the printed circuit board side the various screens should of course be grounded. Remember to ground the input socket as well. It is advisable to mount resistors R1...R5 directly on switch S2 itself, as this simplifies wiring considerably.

Contacts a2, b2 and c2 of switch S3 are connected directly to solder points Y, X and Z, respectively, on the main board.

Calibration
Once wiring has been completed, it is time to make the circuit ready-for-use and this involves a few adjustments here and there. Connect the output of the storage scope circuit to (one of) the Y input(s) belonging to the oscilloscope to transform it into a storage scope. With the timebase set to about 256 µs/
div, turn P1 anti-clockwise (towards -5 V). Then press the analyser's reset button and, immediately afterwards, the 'manual trigger'. A horizontal line will then appear on the scope. This line must be moved down to the bottom of the screen by means of the DC shift control on the oscilloscope. Next, P2 is turned fully clockwise and after resetting and manually triggering the circuit once again, another line will appear, which now has to be shifted up to the top of the screen with the aid of potentiometer P5.

Connect the Y input of the oscilloscope to pin 6 of IC3 and adjust P2 until the line is in the lower position (the circuit must be reset).

The Y input of the scope is now reconnected to the output of the storage scope circuit, P1 is turned clockwise, S1 is switched off and S2 is switched to 100 mV/division. Now connect the storage scope input to a 400 mV DC voltage. Adjust P4 until a line appears in the middle of the screen. Whenever P4 is adjusted the circuit should be reset and
triggered manually.
Finally, link the scope's Y input to pin 6 of IC3 and turn P1 anti-clockwise this time. Now adjust P2 until the line on the screen is in the middle. That completes the calibration process.

A few practical suggestions
There are two connections between the logic analyser/storage scope and the oscilloscope. First, the storage scope output (A4) is linked to (one of) the Y input(s) of the oscilloscope. Second, the oscilloscope's external trigger input must be connected to the logic analyser's trigger output. Furthermore, the time base must be set to about 256 μs per division and S3 should be in the 'storage scope' position.
If you are familiar with standard oscilloscopes, the various controls and switches on this particular circuit should be easy to operate.
For the trigger circuit to work properly either S5 or S6 of the word recogniser must be in the L position. The corresponding trigger input must be activated. Apart from the delay switch and the word recogniser, all the controls and switches apply to the storage scope operation as well. Switch S2 of the logic analyser enables the operator to select

between two different conversion times. In the a position the A/D converter takes 22.5 μs and in the b position it takes 45 μs.
The sampling time may be set with the switches S1 and S2 of the logic analyser. An external clock signal is of course another possibility.
In this particular application it is rather difficult to make the cursor visible on the screen as no modulation input is available. Fortunately this can be remedied. In a dual channel oscilloscope one channel is connected to the output of the storage scope circuit and the other is linked to the Z modulation output of the logic analyser. The 'DC shift' control belonging to the second channel is adjusted until the corresponding horizontal line disappears from view. Now only the cursor point can be seen. The hexadecimal value of the analogue signal is shown on the two seven segment displays.
As mentioned above, operation is very similar to that of an ordinary oscilloscope. It is best to try out a few signals and so test the various controls and switches. It's much easier, and certainly far more effective, to see what happens for yourself than to read reams of well-meant instructions!
Finally, a design for the front panel, as promised. This is shown in figure 3. Note that all the parts involved in the storage scope are located on the left-hand side of the 'dashboard'. Feel free to change the position of the switches and controls, if you have other ideas. Which reminds us, virtually every signal is likely to catch your eye from now, but they are not necessarily all input signals meant for your storage scope!
to all elektor readers who missed their chance to get rich quick...

We tipped you off some time ago. Way back in the 1975 'Summer Circuits' issue, we suggested making cuff-links out of power transistors. We even gave a circuit for a LED flashing ornament; one IC, a capacitor and a LED. The ideal basis for an attractive necklace that is currently selling at a high price in Germany.

That was your chance and, regretfully, it's too late now. An enterprising manufacturer is already producing them and they are available in certain shops in Europe. The following is a selection of what he has to offer.

One IC, tantalum capacitors, one preset and a red LED. Mount them on a printed circuit board and attach a chain. This one sells for £10.

A truly artistic creation. It just goes to show what can be done with a two transistor multivibrator! With a little experience the wearer's body temperature may be deduced from the flash frequency of the (green) LED. Price £11.

A sophisticated, third generation concept. Sixteen LEDs in various colours, appear to flash at random. Four ICs are required to produce this effect, no less than seven resistors, six capacitors and a diode. Obviously, the price for such space-age technology is bound to be high. Components are forever . . . at £40!

'We've obviously chosen the wrong job' was a comment voiced by a number of world famous audio experts as they passed on their way to the AES convention in Hamburg for a series of lectures on digital audio. These 'ornaments' were on view in a show case in the adjacent hotel and available at the reception desk. What is more, we were assured that they were proving to be very popular.

Jogging aids were also on sale in Hamburg: small devices which will indicate your heartbeat on a meter when a finger is inserted. Remember the heartbeat monitor?

On another front, solar energy is 'in'. In fact we were a little late with our 'camping c[lock]'. On display in Hamburg: a solar alarm clock (with or without radio), a solar lighter (gas), or solar ventilator (a bit on the small side, probably meant for mice), a solar compass (a magnetic compass with a disc underneath, revolving on solar energy) and various mobile midgets, cyclists and other works of art. The best of all: a cigarette lighter, consisting of a concave mirror with a spiral in the centre. Insert a cigarette in the spiral and point it at the sun . . . and it will light the cigarette. (One presumes that smoking is out on dull days!) This twenty-first century technology is available now, at prices that vary from £10 to over £100.

To many people, modern technology is akin to magic. Technicians are far too prosaic, saying: 'There's nothing to it really. Look, this is how it works . . .'. Interesting, but silly. Don't explain it! A slick tongue and commercial insight can easily sell components for ten times their value. Today, Components are a girl's best friend!
Several years ago, the main topic in audio circles was 'Four channel sound'. At Audio Engineering Society conventions, for instance, half the lectures were dedicated to the subject. Heated discussions arose, with everyone explaining why their system was obviously the best choice. In the end, it all bogged down — no final agreement was reached. Work is still going on behind the scenes, admittedly: we may yet see the day when ambisonics rises like a Phoenix from the ashes.

Digital Audio

Here today, gone tomorrow? Not likely!

Cutting Bach into bits may sound like a heathen ritual — but it’s being done by dedicated engineers. At present, digital audio equipment covers the whole range from the Philips Compact Disc to a prototype Mitsubishi 32-channel 16-bit tape recorder with a tentative price tag of $200,000. And there’s a lot in between.

Several years ago, we dealt with the basic principles — and problems — in this field (Elektor, September 1979, 'One-nil for audio'). Now, it’s time to have another look, to see how things are coming on.

Meanwhile, experts have found a new field in which to exercise their powers of conviction: digital audio. Two years ago, in Brussels, 25% of the lectures at the AES convention were related to this subject and last year, in London, the percentage was even higher. The main bone of contention was the sampling rate: one group wanted 50 kHz, another claimed that 50.4 kHz was much better; 44.1 kHz was proposed; and somebody closely associated with Dutch broadcasting boldly stated that the issue was settled: 'The EBU has already standardised 32 kHz, so there is no point in discussing the matter further'... Oh dear — shades of the quadrophony controversy? No! A surprisingly hopeful atmosphere pervaded the recent AES convention in Hamburg. The discussion of sampling rates was dealt several killing blows right at the outset. To put it bluntly, the manufacturers of digital audio recorders are quite happy to go along with almost any standard between 44 kHz and 50 kHz or so: 'We'll just have to swap quartz crystals in the time base. No problem!'. Then a brief discussion started on what rate would make for 'easy' conversion to the EBU’s 32 kHz, while at the same time maintaining compatibility with NTSC and PAL video recording, motion picture sound and digital audio discs in a single market. Quite a tall order, it would seem! The proponents of the various rates were just beginning to warm up when Dr. R. Lagadec of Studer pointed out that he had a system that can convert between any two sampling rates. End of that discussion? Not really. Cost is an important factor, and a good choice of sampling rate will make a huge difference to the future of digital audio.

However, the experts soon agreed that there was little point in letting the discussions go on and on around the same loop. The optimum sampling rate depends in part on future developments, and for the present there are enough other important matters to discuss. The general consensus of opinion was: 'Let's agree to differ on this point, for the present, and spend our time on more profitable discussions.'

A beautiful illustration of the new mentality was given in a brief paper by Dr. T. Doh of Sony. 'The author does not believe that the harmonization of sampling rate is an urgent matter'....

'The sampling rate on professional side will be greatly affected by that of the domestic side, because the final target of professional machines is no doubt to distribute sources into consumer field. Thus the sampling rate will be automatically decided when digital audio discs are marketed, and one of the systems gain the major position in the field.'...

'It is impossible to decide one rate because there are three horses in the race' (the Philips/Sony Compact Disc, the JVC AHD system and the Telefunken Mini Disc — Ed.). 'Only thing we can recommend is to advise all the users to prepare master sources on the horse he believes. If this horse loses in the race, he will lose greatly — but it is natural in horse races.'

Noteworthy in the above is how the professional world is seen to be closely linked to the final consumer. This insight was also expressed, very strongly, by several others. It was sadly lacking, only a few years ago, in the discussions on four-channel sound. In those days, four or more huge studio monitor loudspeakers were beamed at a few upright chairs in the 'ideal listening position' in order to demonstrate what a given system could achieve. Even a confirmed bachelor would hesitate to do that sort of thing in his living room...

However, even in this friendly atmosphere there were problems. With each manufacturer using his own sampling rate, coding system and whatever, it can be extremely difficult to interconnect various machines. It's like English and Americans: they use the same basic language, but communication can still
Digital recording

At present, the cheapest way to get into digital audio recording is to add a 'PCM audio processor' to an existing video recorder. Aimed at the professional market, the JVC processor shown here costs approximately £600, if it were to penetrate the consumer market, with the vastly larger quantities involved, the price could well drop to £300 or even less! This particular version provides 16-bit linear quantization of a stereo signal, at a 44.056 kHz sampling rate. A highly effective error correcting code is used. During playback, this allows for automatic correction of up to three errors in each field. For recording, the analogue input signal is converted into a pseudo-TV signal compatible with VTRs, with a bit-rate of 3.084 Mbit/s.

At the other end of the price scale, Mitsubishi are introducing the X-800 32-channel PCM studio tape recorder. It uses 1" tape and runs at 30 inches per second — a 14" reel gives one hour playing time. A 16-bit linear code is used, and the sampling frequency is 50.4 kHz. The frequency response is flat from 20 Hz to 20 kHz (±0.5 dB, −1 dB); the dynamic range is better than 90 dB and distortion is less than 0.05%. The total power consumption is 2.8 kW, and the tentative price tag is $200,000. There are no plans to introduce it into the amateur market.

What's it all about?

Before going any further, it is perhaps a good idea to give a brief summary of 'what it's all about'. Audio signals (speech, music, etc.) are recorded and transmitted as continuously changing ('analogue') voltage levels. The rate of change — the frequency — can be anything between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, roughly speaking. The ratio between the highest peak levels and the quietest sounds can be as much as 50...60 dB — that is, 1000:1. To ensure top quality reproduction, distortion products and noise should be 30 dB or so below the lowest signal level. This means that we want a total signal-to-noise ratio of some 80 dB or more, which takes some doing. However, conventional 'analogue' electronics can do the job — provided there aren’t too many copying and transmitting steps involved. But there’s the rub: at each step in the chain from original performance to final listener, the quality deteriorates. If this could be avoided, we could provide really top quality reproduction in the living room. Digital signals, on the other hand, can tolerate an enormous amount of abuse. In essence, only two signal levels are involved (+5 V and 0 V, say). This means that, at each step in a digital recording and transmission chain, you only need to work out which of the two levels was meant; it is then possible to reconstruct the original signal with absolute accuracy.

The idea behind digital audio is to use the extreme realiability of digital techniques for the recording and transmission of audio signals. Without going into too fine detail — we’ve done that before — the basic idea is as follows. The audio signal is 'sampled' at a fairly high frequency: at least twice the upper limit of the audio bandwidth (somewhere in the 40...50 kHz range). The signal level found for each sample is then converted into a corresponding digital 'number'; this rapid stream of digital numbers (or 'words') is then recorded on tape or transmitted. At the playback or receiving end, the digital numbers are converted back into corresponding signal levels and — hey, presto! — out comes your audio. If the job is done properly, the output signal will be virtually identical to the original input: the tiny differences between the two are precisely defined by the initial analogue-to-digital and the final digital-to-analogue conversions. The complete digital chain in between has no adverse effect on the signal.

Very neat, you would think. However, when you try to put the idea into practice you discover all kinds of problems and — more to the point — a whole range of alternative options from which to choose. What sampling rate? 50 kHz is a nice, round number for the moment (although 44.1 kHz, 48 kHz and 50.4 kHz are more likely candidates). How many bits? The desired 80 dB signal-to-noise ratio can be achieved if you use 14 bits. However, since most digital systems use multiples of eight bits, it seems more logical to opt for a 16-bit system. That way, it is possible to achieve a signal-to-noise ratio of more than 90 dB, which gives comfortable headroom. But just think of that for a minute. A 50 kHz sampling rate means that you have 50,000 samples per second, each coded into 16 bits, flying down your cables. That’s 800,000 bits per second — for just one audio channel! In a recording studio, you would need to add some control bits (bringing the total per channel up to, say, 24 bits instead of 16) and you might want to use a big 30- or 40-channel mixing desk. Pretty soon, you find that you have to handle something like 50 million bits per second... That’s rather a lot.

In fact, transmitting this type of bit stream down studio cables is the least of the problems. Recording it on tape is one step more difficult; but video tape recorders (or specially designed digital audio machines) can handle that job. Then you come to the problem of editing a digital tape. You can’t just cut the tape and splice the ends together; as you would with an analogue tape: the digital recording will contain all sorts of
sync bits, error correction data and so on, that must be handled with utmost care. So manufacturers are offering an extensive range of electronic tape editing machines.
Then think what happens if you want to do any fancy manipulation along the way. Modifying the sampling rate, for instance, or digital code conversion to enable two different machines to communicate. You have to handle millions of bits per second, without introducing any errors, while new data is continuously coming down the line. In no time at all you find yourself involved in very high speed microprocessor-based systems.
However, all this is actually being done. Professional recording studios are using digital recorders; broadcasters are using digital transmission lines; and prototype digital mixing desks are being demonstrated. At the consumer end of the scale, the Compact Disc is almost ready for full-scale launching. Digital audio is really on the way!

So what?
What does it all mean, in practical terms? How will it effect sound reproduction in our living rooms? Already, some gramophone records are pressed from digital recordings (‘PCM’ discs). If you’ve got top quality equipment, you can hear the difference — if you listen carefully. The more money you plough into your hi-fi system, the more chance you have of being rewarded by an audible improvement when listening to a PCM recording. But is it worth it?
At the recording studio end, digital audio makes it easier to obtain and retain high quality throughout all intermediate steps. In principle, this could lead to less expensive records — once the initial investment has been recuperated, that is. At present, PCM recordings tend to be more expensive than the conventional type.
So who stands to benefit? The engineers, who have a stimulating job exploring a new field? The manufacturers, who hope to supply a whole new range of equipment? Or the final listener, who can only hear the difference if he is prepared to buy the most expensive of audio equipment?
All in all, it might seem that digital audio is not such a good thing, from the consumer’s point of view. So why are we devoting so much time and effort to it?
If you take the short-term view outlined above, the obvious conclusion would be that it’s all a waste of time. On the longer term, however, the potential is enormous. At present, the weak link in the chain is the final product: an analogue vinyl disc or magnetic tape. A brand-new record may sound great, but once it’s been played a few times the quality starts to deteriorate rapidly. This

Digital reproduction
Completely solid-state audio reproduction becomes possible with the introduction of 300 Mword ROMs. The PSM audio cartridges plug into a 32-pin connector on the ‘player’. This system is scheduled for its initial launch into the consumer market in the second half of 1991.

is certainly true in the average home, where dust and less-than-perfect record players lead to fairly rapid wear and tear. Not to mention the accidental greasy fingerprint or scratch. In the near future, digital discs will start to change all this. They can tolerate an enormous amount of abuse, and still offer ‘brand-new’ sound quality. Goodbye snap-crackles-plop, at least as far as the record is concerned! The same is possible in tape recording, although in that case it is unlikely to be cheap. You would need a video recorder, instead of a normal tape deck; and then, for another £600 or so you can buy a PCM converter — JVC make one, for instance. But all this is unlikely to be the final step. With all this sophisticated electronics, the primitive mechanical motors, drive belts and pulleys are doomed to die an inglorious death. In the not-too-distant future — within 10 or 15 years, say — it should be possible to use a solid-state memory to replace the compact disc. And by ‘possible’ we mean more than ‘technically feasible’: it should be possible to do it at competitive prices, even! That’ll be the day . . .
The Roger bleep is getting to be more and more popular with Hams and other transceiver users. Various versions have been available for some time but the circuit described here differs from its counterparts in that it gives a gonglike sound. This adds a personal 'note' to the end of transmissions.

The transceiver is normally operated by the push to talk (or PTT) switch on the microphone. Usually, when this is pressed it will earth a pin in the microphone socket causing the transmit/receive relay to be operated. The PTT switch is shown as S2 in the circuit diagram. The connections to S1a and the bleep output can all be made at the microphone socket inside the transceiver.

Operation is as follows. Referring to the circuit diagram in figure 1, switch S1 will be in the 'b' position for the bleep to be selected. During a transmission the PTT switch will be closed and the transmit relay is operated via transistor T1. Capacitor C2 will become fully charged and its purpose is to hold the transmit relay on for a short period of time after the PTT switch is released. This is the bleep time period. When C2 has fully discharged the relay is released and the transceiver will revert back to receive.

It would be better perhaps to call this circuit a roger gong since that is closer

---

**Figure 1.** The circuit diagram of the roger 'gong'. In the switch positions shown here the circuit is not-operative.
to the sound that it actually makes which explains the purpose of the rest of the circuit in figure 1. The gong tone is generated by gate N3, R2 and C1. The decay effect is created by C3 which was charged in exactly the same manner as C2. As C2 discharges, the amplitude of the square wave output of IC1 will gradually diminish to zero.

In detail
With switch S1 in the 'b' position the PTT switch will take both inputs of gate N1 to a logic '0'. The gates N1 and N2 are connected as a double inverter and therefore the output of N2 will also be low. When the PTT switch is released the input of N1 will taken high by R1. The output of N2 will follow suit and C2 will now charge via diode D1. This would happen very quickly if R4 had not been included to control the current and preserve the otherwise short life of the diode. As soon as C2 becomes fully charged gate N6 will produce a logic '1' at its output causing T1 to conduct. As a result, the transmit/receive relay in the transceiver will operate and 88's, 73's and all the high numbers will go out as usual.

Now what happens when the PTT switch is released? Both inputs of N1 and the output of N2 will be taken high. The charge on C2 will slowly decrease via the preset pot P1 and R3 and D1 will not conduct. D1 will determine for how long the transceiver will be held on transmit, that is, the length of time of the roger signal.

The gong sound is produced by the gate N3 (a Schmitt trigger with an RC network) and its output takes the form of a squarewave. By changing the value of C1, the tone produced can be made higher or lower in pitch.

If by some chance switch S1 is operated while the PTT switch is closed, in other words during transmission, N5 will ensure that the oscillator output does not reach IC4. This is done by the logic '0' (via S1 and the PTT switch) on pin 13 of N5 thereby inhibiting its output. On the release of the PTT switch pin 13 will once more go high and the gong tone will reach the inverting input of IC1 via R5.

The non-inverting input, pin 3 of IC1 (a 741), will be held at half the supply voltage level when transistor T2 is conducting. When this transistor is not conducting at all, the input of the opamp will rise to virtually supply voltage and the amplifier will be switched off. However, a lot happens between these two levels as we shall see.

Capacitor C3 is charged by exactly the same method as C2. Its discharge, although at the same time as C2, does a slightly different job. When fully charged, C3 will hold the base of T2 down causing it to conduct. Pin 3 of the 741 will then have about half of the supply voltage appearing on it and the amplifier will produce an output consisting of the square waveform from the 'gong' oscillator. Capacitor C3 will now start to discharge via P2 and R6 and the base of T2 rise. This has the effect of slowly decreasing the modulation range of IC1. The result will be an output tone that begins fairly loudly and then gradually diminishes in volume. This creates the gong effect which is made even more impressive by selecting a lower frequency than is usual for roger bleeps. The discharge time of C3 is adjustable by means of preset P2.

Switch S1b is used to switch on LED D3 to indicate that the roger gong is selected.

As this type of circuit is highly sensitive to HF feedback from the transceiver, it will have to be fitted into a metal case which must be earthed. To prevent HF interference from entering via the supply lines, the choke L1 and C5 have been included. L1 is simply five turns of thin enameled copper wire wound through a ferrite bead.

For the CMOS ICs, it will be necessary to use the UB series to make use of their higher maximum UCC of 18 volts.

Figure 2. The track pattern and component layout of the printed circuit board. The finished board must be mounted inside a metal case.
Experiments are currently being carried out in the field of speech recognition by computers. Since computers do not possess any inborn intelligence or experience, a speech recognition unit must learn all the faculties pertaining to hearing, step by step. This demands a much more powerful ‘brain’ than that which is required for speech synthesis.

Up until recently, speech recognition devices have usually featured an analyser to split up the entered speech signal into certain characteristic segments and a classifier to compare these characteristics with reference patterns stored in memory. When they correspond — in other words, when the speech pattern is recognised — the ‘sentence’ can be printed out so that the computer’s ‘understanding’ can be checked.

Speech patterns are processed by two main types of computer systems:
1. Sentence recognition devices and
2. Word recognition devices.

The first group is used for purposes requiring a very limited and precisely defined vocabulary, for example in monitoring or control tasks where the spoken command substitutes a simple manual operation such as pressing a button (for instance, remote control of a television set).

Signal segmentation
What are the criteria that determine how a speech signal should be segmented? Before we go into this it should be established whether in fact speech segments can be compared with certain threshold will activate the classifier and so lead to errors.

A more reliable system is one that continually compares patterns, but this of course complicates matters considerably as each input signal in turn will have to be compared with the reference patterns stored in memory.

Hans P. Baumann

—and let them listen to you

In the first article on this subject various methods of ‘teaching’ computers to talk were described. Of course, conversations would be rather one-sided unless the machine is also able to ‘listen’ and take note of the human operator’s point of view. Unfortunately, however, hearing and understanding involves a far more complex process than speaking. When a computer ‘talks’ the human brain is quite capable of complementing the machines ‘tinny’ voice and lack of vocabulary and grammar. When the situation is reversed, however, and it is the computer that has to listen, the device is not capable of adapting so easily.

Figure 1. This block diagram shows the principle on which virtually every type of speech recognition device has been based up until now. An analyser splits up speech signals and defines the segments according to their characteristics. Such segments are then compared to reference patterns stored in memory. If they correspond, the pattern is recognised and the contents can be further processed, for instance, they can be printed.
those stored in memory. So many factors are involved, some of which may be purely arbitrary. To start with, there are the phonemes (individual sounds which make up each word). After dividing them into voiced and unvoiced they can be classified according to a whole set of different categories. Then they have to be seen in context, surrounded by other vowels and consonants which affect the pronunciation of a phoneme considerably. The duration of individual segments should not be identical every time, as in certain contexts some words receive more stress than others, etc. This aspect will also have to be taken into account when the reference patterns are keyed in/recorded.

There are proven methods whereby voiced and unvoiced phonemes can be discerned without any difficulty:

a. Voiced sounds are usually periodic (they can be synthesised by using tone generators — see the article published in the May issue of Elektor). As they depend on the physical structure of the ‘vocal tract’, their vibrations are unable to exceed a particular frequency, which will be a lot lower than that of unvoiced phonemes and will not include nearly so much noise. Thus special filters can be incorporated to ‘spot the difference’ between voiced and unvoiced sounds.

b. Another method of determining whether a particular sound is voiced or unvoiced is simply to count the number of ‘zero-crossings’ during a certain period of time. The count at the end of the test period will be found to be directly related to the average fundamental frequency. If the sound was unvoiced, the count would be much higher than that for a voiced sound (see a).

c. ‘Auto-correlation’: the entered signal is delayed and multiplied by the original signal to detect whether the sound is voiced or unvoiced. With the aid of a variable analogue delay line the speech signal can be delayed by a certain factor as compared to the original signal. By multiplying the original and the delayed signals together and then integrating the result, a peak level can be obtained at the output of the integrator by adjusting the delay time, provided that it is a voiced signal. The period of the delay thus achieved will correspond to the period of the voiced signal. Unvoiced, non-periodic signals, on the other hand, only reach a limited level at the integrator output and are, therefore, easy to distinguish.

Memorising the reference patterns

Before the speech recognition device can be set to work on a particular signal, every single reference pattern pertaining to that signal must be stored inside the ‘experience memory’ of the

Figure 2. Filters are used to distinguish between voiced and unvoiced phonemes.

Figure 3. Sounds will be acknowledged as either voiced or unvoiced, depending on the number of zero-crossings during a certain, pre-determined period (about 10 . . . 50 ms). Figure 3a gives an example of a voiced speech signal and figure 3b that of an unvoiced signal. The frequency counters indicate how many zero-crossings take place within a certain period.

Figure 4. How periodic (voiced) signals are defined in auto correlation. The speech signal is delayed by a variable amount and multiplied with the original signal. The integrated output signal will be at a maximum when the delay time $t_d$ is equal to the duration of the signal.
machine. One major drawback is the fact that speech patterns differ greatly from one person to another and so it is difficult to establish a norm. Instead, average values have to be chosen (either in the form of individual words or sentences). Obviously, this recognition system cannot be 100% reliable, as the device has to operate within a specific linguistic tolerance range. To put it more simply: the machine can only acknowledge whether a certain segment is roughly identical to... Thus, in this case, recognition does not depend on the speaker.

If recognition is to be determined according to an individual speaker, the recognition tolerance range will have to be restricted. All the reference patterns will therefore belong to one person only, although here too the average values will be taken, as the individual's voice also changes constantly by using different inflections, emphasis etc. to suit the particular occasion.

### Analysing the speech signal

The input speech signal is analysed to filter out data blocks featuring characteristic patterns.

#### Formant analysis

The 'Voder', which was described in last month's issue, can not only be used to synthesise speech, but also to analyse it. The input signal is split into frequency bands and the output signals of each filter are rectified. The resultant DC levels provide a reasonable idea of the entire signal spectrum. Vocoders work with between 10 and 20 frequency bands covering a continuous tone frequency range. In speech analysis, however, the entire range is not required, as of course the human voice can produce but a small part of it.

Three or four formant filters are enough to capture the main resonances of the spoken word and calculate the amount of vocal energy involved. Resonance is determined by the voice box and vocal tract and therefore every individual sounds different, but there are three average ranges:

- 500 Hz
- 1400 Hz
- 3300 Hz

the tolerance being about ± ¼ of an octave.

Roughly speaking, it should be possible to calculate which type of sound was input by analysing the energy content of each formant channel. Additional information can be obtained by the number of zero-crossings of each signal inside the filter bands. Simple though this method may be, it does allow for 90% reliability in individual speech analysis and 80% when several speakers are involved. The system could be further improved by adapting the signal processor to the pitch of the speaker. (This is in fact what happens when two strangers communicate with each other. It takes the listener a little while to get used to the speaker's voice, which is why people are often asked to repeat their sentences and has nothing to do with hearing problems).

#### Pitch extraction

Unlike continuous tone signals which feature constant amplitude and vibrations (such as a long vowel) a 'flowing' speech signal does not really have its 'own' frequency, as it is impossible to repeat the same signal in exactly the same way. Both the amplitude and the vibrations are very irregular and keep fluctuating. Nevertheless, there is a certain average or 'pseudo' frequency which lasts a very short space of time and this is taken to be the pitch.

Pitch extraction takes place as follows: the peaks of the speech signal waveform are filtered out as much as possible after which the 'clean' signal is shaped into a series of pulses. As a result, only the pitch frequency will remain.

A programmable frequency divider is then used to synchronise the scan frequency to that of the pitch. Subsequently, the speech blocks can undergo a Fourier transformation and the 'spectral time sequences' are then compared by the allocation logic to the stored reference sequences. Considering the complexity involved, it is hardly surprising that this particular process can only be carried out by microprocessors or by minicomputers, if
higher speed and greater recognition reliability are sought.

Problems involved in pattern comparison
The 'decision logic gate' has two inputs: one for the characteristic sample derived from the analyser and another input to which each reference pattern is fed in turn and scanned. The device has a hard time in making a decision, as no two patterns are completely alike. It must therefore decide first how much the input signal may deviate from the reference pattern before answering 'not equal'.
If the 'about the same' range is too wide, wrong decisions may be taken. If, however, this is too narrow, it will be overcritical. Finding the ideal compromise is a complicated procedure and will not be dealt with here.
As far as the reference patterns are concerned, these are not stored in a random order in memory, but are allocated according to their category. The heading for each category may be voiced, certain allophones (transitions between phonemes), etc.

Speech recognition today
As you may have gathered from the various problems discussed above, speech recognition is as yet in a fairly preliminary stage of development. It is very difficult to put present-day speech recognition devices into practice on a large scale for the following reasons:
• Such devices are extremely expensive. They require powerful microprocessors and special software. More linguistic information needs to be obtained before suitable programs can be written.
• Systems that are used to distinguish between several speakers are still very unreliable.
• Their main handicap: the speed at which existing systems operate is far too low. By way of illustration: the input to output ratio is 1:200, in other words, a short sentence lasting 6 seconds can be printed only after about 20 minutes in spite of the fact that the computer is comparing 100 patterns per second! Processing times should be reduced considerably in the future by using several computers.
Experts in the United States recently claimed that 'type writers with ears' would be available, rather optimistically, as early as 1983. In Japan, various manufacturers have introduced TV sets that can be ordered to switch on and off, change to another channel and adjust the colour and volume — a vocal remote control system. Although this is still a far cry from holding a conversation with a machine, it goes to show that research in this field is showing a certain amount of success already. By the turn of the century, computers will probably be operated by using spoken commands only.

NICAD battery charger

A compact new battery charger from OK Machine & Tool (UK) Ltd will charge three different sizes of NICAD batteries. These include sizes AA (HP7) 500 MAH, C (U11) 1.0 AH and D (U2) 1.0-1.2 AH. Two or four batteries can be charged at a time and any pair of similar sized batteries can be fitted in one section with another pair of the same, or different size, in the other compartment. Charging times range from 10-16 hours.

A safety catch on the transparent cover ensures that the charger only operates with the cover closed.

The charger is available as model BC-3-115 for 115 V operation or BC-3-230 for 230 V operation.

OK Machine & Tool (UK) Ltd,
Dutton Lane,
Eastleigh,
Hants S0S 4AA.
Telephone: 0703 610944.

Free Scotchflex cutting tool and cable guide

A free hand cutting tool and cable guide are being offered by 3M United Kingdom Ltd with all initial orders for one roll or more of either Scotchflex 3603 jacketed or 3517 jacketed/shielded cable. The offer runs from March 1st to May 31st.

The 3430-7000 hand tool and 3507 cable guide have been specifically designed to prepare jacketed, jacketed/shielded and ground plane cables for termination. The hand cutting tool is used to score the PVC jacket, while the cable guide ensures a straight perpendicular cut and acts as a measurement reference.

Box no. 7544

The moulded high impact styrene box no. 7544 from Electronic Products Ltd provides an excellent housing for electrical equipment such as, portable test instruments, alarms, etc. They are extremely robust and may be used in a variety of applications where a small enclosure or potting box is required.

The dimensions of the box are 75 mm x 75 mm x 44 mm depth, and can be supplied ex stock in two colours, grey of black; (other

Radiotelephone power supply

A new radiotelephone power supply from Dymar Electronics, the X2000PSU, converts the company’s recently introduced Lynx 2000 portable/mobile radiotelephone system to fixed-station use. The new power-supply unit is supplied as an attractive, wood-encased, desk-mounted pack, and can be operated off conventional 220-240 V a.c. mains, 110 V a.c. supplies for site work, and from a local or vehicle-mounted 12 V d.c. supply. Facilities for plugging in a local or mast-mounted external aerial are also provided.

Dymar Electronics Ltd.,
Colonial Way,
Radlett Road,
Watford,
Herts.
WD2 4LA

PCB repair kits

OK's new range of 2570 series printed circuit track repair kits will pay for themselves after just one 'on the spot' salvage job. It is claimed, Deluxe, standard and economy kits are offered, all containing master frames with tracks and fingers, eyelets and eyelet setting tools. In addition both Deluxe and standard kits have consumable items such as acids, abrasives, epoxy, flux and cleaners plus tools, including clamps, tweezers and trimming knife. The Deluxe kit also has a temperature controlled fine point soldering iron and high quality pliers of varying types.

OK Machine & Tool (UK) Ltd.,
Dutton Lane,
EASTLEIGH,
Hants S0S 4AA.
Telephone: 0703 610944
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19” steel case

This new 19” bench case from Daturr Ltd.,
designated ‘Elprotec’ meets the DIN 41494
specification.

Designed in sturdy, but attractive, sheet steel
it has vertical extrusions provided, with T
slots for the patended M5 Spring Nut, which
allows for fixing of front panels and any
additional units. As an alternative a threaded
rail (full unit height) can be used.

There is also a 3 μ connecting panel which
has a connector and a rubber grommet for
wiring protection. The rear panel, with or
without ventilating slots, is completely
removable.

The Chassis runners are made from high
quality, strengthened aluminium extrusions,
available for all depths of cabinet. A facility
for fitting of telescopic slides is standard —
maximum load capacity 380 N (38 Kg).

Height is from 3 μ to 12 μ with a plug-in
depth of 311, 411 or 511 mm. Units between
4 μ and 12 μ are fitted with handles.

The Elprotec style and design is aesthetically
appealing — with protusions at the front and
rear to give protection to electronics mounted
in 19” centres.

Elprotec is available in two tone colours.
Basic colour is Azure Blue (RAL 5009) with
black flashing at top and bottom. Handles
are also finished in black.

Daturr Ltd.,
Unit E, Roan Industrial Estate,
Mortimer Road,
Micham,
Surrey CR4 3HS.
Telephone: 01-646 2766

(1965 M)

Light-sensitive coded magnetic
tapes

This new concept has been developed to
enhance the reliability of telephone answering
machines and data cassettes. The process
involves the removal of oxide from standard
magnetic tapes to form precise and accurately
coded light ‘windows’ in the tape. Existing
light detectors and control circuits within
the tape transport mechanism can then be
used to respond to the coded message, for
example ‘end of tape’ messages in telephone
answering machines. The process does not
in any way affect the strength or durability of
the original tape nor does it affect the
oxide coating above and below the window
which can still be used to carry magnetically
recorded messages.

Night Owl, the D.I.Y. radar
system

Night Owl is a radar controlled courtesy light
and intruder detector built for the domestic
market. Night Owl can protect with its radar
a forward range of 100 feet.

When the radar system detects a moving
vehicle or person the internal lights are
automatically turned on. The lights stay on for
an adjustable time period after the last
movement has ceased. However if further
movement is detected the lights will come
back on. The unit is programmed to accept
only continuous movements, the anti-flutter
system rejects momentary and oscillatory
movements (i.e., doors, curtains, trees etc.).

The detection range is adjustable from 6 to
100 feet and the light duration can be set
from ½ to 10 minutes. (If an audible alarm
or extra light is required an extra set of
contacts are already built into the Unit).

High-power, low-cost relay

Diamond H have introduced a power relay
with a switching capability of 30 A, yet which
costs, depending on its coil voltage, only
around £3.00 in quantities of 100.

Designated the Class 88UKD, from Magnecraft,
this relay is a single-pole, single throw
device with normally open double-make
contacts. The use of double-make contacts
means that the relay exhibits significantly
better arc extinguishing characteristics on
contact break than is normally the case with
a conventional, single-contact device. It is
capable of switching 30 A at 230 V through
its heavy-duty silver alloy gold flashed
contacts, and is rated at 1HP. Both a.c. and d.c.
coil versions of the relay are available.

The moving dual contacts of the Class 88UKD
relay are secured onto a moulded phenolic
insulator, while the two individual stationary
contacts are assembled onto a glass melamine
board with integral 0.25 in. quick-connect
terminals. Power to the relay coil is similarly
coupled via quick-connect terminals.

The Class 88UKD relay has been specifically
designed for the U.K. market, and is
available ex-stock from Diamond H.

Diamond H Controls Ltd.,
Vulcan Road North,
Norwich NR6 6AH,
Telephone: Norwich (0603) 452919.

(1966 M)
Micro market

Miniature electronic brushless motors

Tokio’s new range of miniature electric motors were inspired by the micro HiFi cassette player’s need for a drive system that provided a substantial advance on existing low voltage DC motor technology.

The SM 202 motor is controlled from a specially developed servo IC (K5464F3) using a reflective tachometer system incorporated into the motor design. This system provides extremely accurate speed control from a low voltage (nominally 3 V) source. In fact, over an average battery supply range of 2 V to 3.5 V, the speed fluctuates by just 20 rpm in a nominal 2,600 rpm.

The complete step-by-step, easy to follow construction guides and full-size blueprint plans are very clear and easy to read, only the simplest of tools and skills are required to build these remarkable speakers. The whole construction guide package, including p&p, is good value at only £2.50.

D.I.Y Hi-Fi,
York House,
Swan Street,
West Malling,
Kent,
ME19 6LB.

(1961 M)

Wow and flutter is less than 0.02% RMS — with torques available in the range 4 to 14 gcm.

Maximum efficiency of nearly 75% is achieved at 1000 rpm with the SM202.

Ambit International Ltd.,
200 North Service Road,
Brentwood,
Essex CM14 4SG
Telephone: (0277) 230909.

(1962 M)

Book-shelf loudspeaker

The “CECILIA” is a top quality book-shelf loudspeaker which can be “built in a weekend” for around a total of £35 per pair (subject to finish and cost of raw materials).

One of the main contributing factors to the low cost is that there are no electronic components, such as crossovers etc., except for the drive units themselves, (one in each cabinet). The drive unit is the readily available Pioneer TS. 107, originally developed for the car. It can be purchased at most car radio centres throughout the country. It incorporates a strontium magnet and a compact dual cone which gives a full extended frequency range of 50-20,000 Hz!

The finished speakers are amazingly efficient, they will produce 91.5 dBA at 1 watt/metre. With a power handling of twenty watts maximum they are ideal for most domestic Hi-Fi situations.

VHF helical filters: CBW and CBT

The CBT and CBW filters represent an excellent ‘stock’ solution to many problems facing all types of VHF radio design that cover the range 135 to 200 MHz. A single two pole unit (the CBW as illustrated) can provide over 85 dB attenuation at the LF image point in VHF receivers using 21.4 MHz 1Fs – with a 2dB insertion loss and 4.5 MHz nominal bandwidth centred on 170 MHz. The 3 pole CBT series is over 80 dB down at 10.7 MHz below the centre frequency, effectively preventing local oscillator radiation in receivers/synthesisers with 10.7 MHz 1Fs. The 3 dB bandwidth is 4 MHz centred on 170 MHz.

Timing analyzer with full probe set

The Gould 920-D timing logic analyzer is now being offered with a complete set of ten high-performance probes at a reduced price of £856 (plus V.A.T.). The probes, specifically designed for logic analysis work, have very short risetime characteristics for detecting pulses in the nanosecond region, and are designed so that widely separated circuit modes in the system under test can be accessed.

The Gould 920-D is a compact, lightweight instrument designed for use with an external oscilloscope for display purposes. It has nine input channels, as well as the trigger channel which can be used as an extra signal input, as a trigger marker and qualifier, or as an external clock qualifier.

The triggering facilities provided allow combination triggering on a preselected grouping of signal levels, or the selection of desired logic states from a bit stream. A latch input mode is provided to allow for the capture of pulses or ‘glitches’, down to 10 ns in width, irrespective of the clock or sample interval selected for data recording.

Both delayed and pretrigger modes of recording are available on the 920-D, and delayed recording may be specified in terms of clock periods or user-specified events. The instrument will accept an external clock at any rate from d.c. to 20 MHz, and clocking can be selected on the positive or negative edge of the clock. Moreover, the auxiliary (ninth-channel) input allows qualifying of the record clock so that only desired signals are recorded in memory.

Gould Instruments Division,
Roebuck Road,
Hinckley,
Leicestershire.

(1966 M)
Sealed DILswitch

The Erg 023 is a new range of totally sealed DILswitches. First in the series is an 8-module component comprising eight, single throw DILswitches. Total base and top sealing makes the entire unit impervious to flow soldering and solvent cleaning problems. Each switching contact has a minimum of 1 μm of gold plating, making them ideal for very low level or high power load switching. Maximum contact resistance is 50 mΩ. Designed to exceed BSS9565/6, MIL-S-83304 requirements.

Portable recorder

The recently introduced type Y.E.W. 3067 recorder provides the accuracy and sensitivity of laboratory instruments in a portable recorder, with a versatility previously unavailable. Powered externally by mains or 12 V d.c., or internally by dry or rechargeable batteries, the recorder can be operated in a flatbed, angled, or upright position with Z-fold or roll charts. Chart width is 150 mm with 8 chart speeds from 2 cm/hr to 60 cm/ min, 12 input ranges span 10 mV to 50 V full scale, with 0.5% accuracy and 1 megohm impedance.

Resistor selectors from Delpak

Delpak found an internal need for resistor boxes containing preferred values for use in the production test and calibration department. The usual decade boxes were too cumbersome and time consuming to use, causing difficulties when selecting on test. The solution to this problem was an internal version of the C.S. units; these migrated rapidly into the development laboratory where they were found ideal for circuit optimisation. To keep up with this migration, the units have now been put into production. Each C.S. Resistor Selector contains two decades of 2% ¼ Watt resistors in the standard E12 range. These two decades can be used individually, in series or in parallel. The output is on terminals to enable a further component to be connected to the circuit if required. The boxes overlap their ranges to give a maximum flexibility to the system; the four units available are from 10R to 820 R, 100 R to 8K2, 1 K to 82 K and 10 K to 820 K. Price is from £24.89 for 10 off and delivery is currently ex-stock.

C.R.P. Electronics Ltd.,
13 Hazelbury Crescent,
Luton LU1 1DF.
Telephone: (0582) 415832
(2000 M)

The 250AE terminal block is moulded in flame retardant, glass-filled polyester, and contains connector tabs of nickel- or tin-plated brass. Its design enables each channel to provide up to six terminations, and these can be combined to satisfy individual user requirements. Sixteen different termination tab styles are available and these meet virtually every interconnection standard.

the Erg 023 components can each reliably switch 1 μV to 100 V, 1 μA to 1 A, up to 10 V.A. Non switching ratings are 100 V a.c. 5 A max. Each switching member is both numerically and colour coded. Some 15 make, changeover and ganged styles are to be available.

Erg Components,
Luton Road,
Dunstable,
Bedfordshire LU5 4LJ.
Telephone: 0562 62241
(1998 M)

The only limit to the combinations in a given channel is governed by the use only of tabs that are physically compatible. Saddle tabs can also be provided, if required. The Series can be supplied for either end fixing or single-screw centre fixing, in conjunction with an anti-rotation pip.

Crowdy's Hill Estate,
Kembley Street,
Swindon,
Wiltshire SN2 6BN.
Telephone: (0793) 693681-7
(2002 M)

Interconnection of double-sided PCB's

Strip form track pins, which were developed and introduced by Harwin, mean PC board assemblers and home constructors can interconnect their double-sided printed circuit boards without the need for plated through holes. Now Harwin Engineers have developed a new hand tool for the quick and easy insertion strip form track pins in double-sided printed circuit boards.

The new tool feeds out the strip form track pins, exposing them one at a time so they are ready to be located in the PCB hole. When the pin has been located correctly, it is broken off the strip, leaving it in place in the hole, ready for soldering. At the press of a button, the tool exposes another pin and the process is repeated in the next hole to be connected through.

Apart from making the pin insertion process a lot quicker and easier, the new tool also ensures consistent insertion of the pin. Until now, the normal method of using the pins in strip form has been by holding the strip in the fingers. Another advantage of the new method is that the pins are kept clean during assembly prior to soldering.

Harwin Engineers SA,
Fitzherbert Road,
Farnington,
Portsmouth,
Hants. PO6 1RT.
Telephone: (0705) 370461
(2004 M)
This is the second in a series of books describing the construction and operation of a personal computer system that can be as large or as small as the constructor desires.

An updated version of the monitor program (Elbug II) is introduced together with a number of expansion possibilities. By adding the Elekterminal (ASCII keyboard and video interface) to the system described in Book One, the microcomputer becomes even more versatile.

Book Two continues with a description of a BASIC interpreter (NIBL-E) and gives complete details of a basic microcomputer card which can be either incorporated into the system described in Book One or used separately.

The final chapter of the book gives all the information required to enable the Elektor computer to be programmed in the BASIC language.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
(available at a special low price until June 1st)

UK ........................................ £3.00 inc. P&P (after June 1st 1981 ........... £4.00)
Overseas surface mail.................. £3.20 inc. P&P (after June 1st 1981 ........... £4.20)

When ordering please use the Order Card in this issue.
For personal service visit one of our stores. Our new store at Hammersmith is conveniently situated near the end of the M4 and the North and South Circular Roads. There is excellent street parking on meters a few steps away and Hammersmith Underground Station is nearby. Call in and see us soon.

make it easy... with MAPLIN

The Maplin Matinée
Amazing value for only £27.99 plus 50p p&p


MAPLIN ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES LTD.

All mail to: P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR.

Tel: Southend (0702) 554155  Sales: (0702) 552911